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JULY rolls round again - one year
since DRAGON USER quit the
newsstands. and went private. I
don't mind saying that we were
threatened with disaster by well
meaning folk. Who would raise £14
a year? Where wo·u ld our 'passing
trade' go? Wouldn't everyone
assume that the Dragon was no
more? Weren't we going to take the
money and run?
They shoutd have said ' - and
run , and run , and run'. Yup, we 're
still running, 'spite of all the doomy
predictions. As for the 'Dragon is
dead', wen, we're still getting
people just starting on their first
Dragon , phoning up to find out how
they can subscribe.
Some people forget that there's
no such thing as a dead machine as
long as there's a live user_ AND the
Dragon has a roster of committed
dealers, sticking to their guns.
Just like Dragon User.
So DON 'T FORGET TO RENEW
YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS! The lights
are staying on all over Europe. We
might even replace that dickey
fluoro tube over my desk ...
How to IUbmlt ertlcte•
The quality of the material we can publish in

Dnloon UtuH each month will, lo a very great ex·

tent depend on the quality ol the discoveries that
you can mal<e with your Dragon. The Dragon
computer was launched on to the market with a
powerful version of Basic. but with very poor
documentation.
Articles which are submitted to Dragon User
for pubticalion should not be more than 3000
words long. AH submisaions should be typed.
Please leave wide margins and a double space
between each line. Programs should. whenever
possible. be computer printed on pta1n while
paper and be accompanied by a tape of the
program .
We cannot guarantee to return every submit·
ted article or program. so please keep a copy. If
you want to have your program returned you must
include a stamped addressed envelope.

Letters
Round six
CONCERNING the reviews in
the March issue about Fire
Force , the comments ot Jason
Orbaum are mostly cor rect, in
I hat the gun does appear to fire
blanks. and that the game is
extremely hard . But I disagree
that it is bug ridden , as the
program runs perfectly wi th
excellent graphics and good
sound.
ltmighthelpallplayers if Dave
Hitchman cou ld tell us wh ich
joystick he uses in the game,
and perhaps give us a hint as to
!he knack of using the gun , as I
have spent many hours attemp
ting the game and have yet to
complete the first stage.
Ian Minshull
11 Graig-Y-Dderi
Gia is
Swansea
SA79HT
We dropped Dave a line, and
he writes : " With regard to
your letter of 13.3.87 . 1) I use
azip joystick 2)Asto shooting
people all I can say is that
it comes w ith pract i se .
Regards, Dave H." Just like
real life !

coco

convert
IN 1he April '87 issue of DU I
found the article by Rudy Duyck
about CoCo/Drag on Basic
conversion to be interesting and
useful. However, there is one
important detail that he did not
mention. A Coco Basic pro
gram cannot be LOADed from
disc by a Dragon unless the
CoCo disc is modified . To use
the program described by Mr.
Duyck. one has to transfer the
Coco disc program to tape
usingaCoCo,and thenCLOAD
it into the Dragon. Th is is not
really much faster than just
making an ASCII copy to tape
from the Coco disc, in wh ich
case the full conversion is not
needed. If you use either of
these methods, your friends
withCoCoswillsoonbegintoget
tired of making the copies to
tape.
An unmodified Coco disc
cannot be LOADedbya Dragon
becuasea)theCoCodiscdirec
tory is on a differen t track from
that on the Dragon disc b) the
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This rs the chance to arr your views - send your tips . compliments and complaints to Letters
Page . Dragon User. 12-13 Little Newport Street. London WC2H 7PP

Every month we wlll be shelling out a game or two,
courteay of Mlcrodeal, to the reader/a
who Hnd the moat Interesting or
entertaining letters. So send
us your hints and your opinions,
send ua your hi-scores and
suggestions. Send us your
beat Dragon stories. What
_,,_.,
d'you think we are,
r-"&.. ~
mind readers?!
""-""'

Reviewer's wrights
ENCLOSED is a little poem which outlines the harsh wortd of the
games reviewer. HopeJ.Orbaum flndsthisasamusingasweatBuzz
Software did. Never mind, Jason, ifs hard at the top!
S.J. Goodwin, 15 St. Stephen Road. Penketh,Nr. Warrington.
Cheshire WA5 2AN
" What a joyous job it must be.
A 'Dragon User' reviewer,
Whose only plight
Is to read and write
And take stick from harassed viewers.
Games pour in
They' re up to my chin
The Ed's deadline is tomorrer.
(It was yesterday, actually.)
Oh who gives a XX?
He's only the Boss (SHE - 'Sir1
Who wants to be a reviewer?"

Mr. Orbaum from atos: hi• heap
Cries, "what doH Goodwin know?
HI• plle1 aren 't half a high u mine
And how come he'1 gottlme to rhyne?
His workload mu1t be low!"
" You mentioned rhynes" , then uld the Ed.
" We had to fix a few-o.
'Tomorrer'1 not yer Ideal word,
But lt'1betterthan 'revlewo. 'I"
directory formats a re different c)
the file headers are different and
d) the disc allocation m~ps are
on di fferent tracks and in
d ifferent formats . I have
modified Coco discs to be
LOADedbya Dragonandwill be
glad to send a copy of my pro
cedure to anyone interested if
they wilt supply an international
return postage cert ificate to
cove r mailing costs.
I have subsc ribed to DU for
over two years and find it to be
very helpful. Also, I am a
member of the NDUG and the
OS9UG and both of these
organisations have provided
much useful information and
help as well as support for the
Dragon .
Randy Longshore

1554 7Chequer Drive
Chesterfield

M063017
USA

Tagging

along

IN THE November issue of
Dragon User D. Rothery pointed
out one of the shortcomings of
Microdeal 's Filmastr program .
The problem is that when you
wishtoupdateafile,andusethe
same name, the program just
tags the updated hie onto the
end of the old tile rath er th an
Killing the old file fi rst. By
chang ing the following lines in
the program called OLDFILE.
the problem appears to be
cured.
3640 MN$+ NM$+ ". DAT" :
KILL MN$:FWRITE NMS;RL
8005 IF ERR= 160 THEN
CREATE NM$:ERROR GOTO
8005:GOT0 3640
By adding the following line to
the same program. the number

of each record can be printed :
5587 PRINT II DV,R(LN) + 1;
In the same issue there was a
spreadsheet program called
Analyzer by L. Pilz. Th is listing
hassorneerrorsthatneedtobe
corrected to allow the disc user
to load and save the spread
sheet. By changing the start of
lines 6 and 7 a cure can be
affected:
6 FORA = 65T074:POKES7,A:
FORX = .T099 : etc.
7 FORA = 65T074:POKES8 ,A:
FORX = .T099: etc.
When trying to load in a saved
sheet from tape an IE ERROR
can be prevented by changing
line 166 and adding the two
extra lines:
166 POKES4 ,X + O:GOSUB4:
IF EOF(-1) THEN 168
167NEXTZ,X
168RETURN
Mike Hides
23 Coniston Road
Dronfield Woodhouse
Sheffield S 18 SPY
THANKS for the useful infor
mation. We have had several
enqu ir ies about Analyzer
which Lothar Pilz is fielding.
Someotthemtur nedouttobe
typingerrorsonthepartofthe
enquirers- it 's a long way to
go, Oz, to get your listings
double checked , so please
triple check 'em before you
write to DU.

VAT vex
CONGRATULATIONSonyour
aniclebyD. RotherycalledOS-9
Blues . It was nice to see
somet hing written just for the
OS-9 users. I am su re there are
manyotheros.g fans who were
delighted to read the article,
especially those with Stylo line
feed problems. Let's hope that
this is the first of many OS-9
articles to be published in
Dragon User.
One OS-9 problem I have is
withthe CASH + VAT program,
and I was hoping that through
thecolumnsof your magazine I
may be able to locate anybody
involved with the writing of the
originalprogram .lamunableto
locate Computer Su p port
SystemsofWalsaw , whowrnte
Cash+ VATforDragonData,so
if there is any reader out there
who can give me a lead I would
me most grateful.
Lleweflyn Robins
64 , EnbourneRoad
Newbury, Berks

NeWS de S k

If you have any new products for the Dragon - software or hardware 
ring the News Desk on 01-437 4343

Offer next month
LOOK out for a special offer on
Dragon books in the August
issue of Dragon User. Three
popular books, now out of print ,
have come our way in limited
quantities. There aren't many of
these about . We will be offering
them to you at about a third of
their original price, with a free
game thrown in while stocks
last. This is an ideal opportunity
to build up your personal
Dragon library before the books
become unobta inable - al

least until the wizard Mag itrix ,
creator of the fi rst 6809, awakes
from sleep beneath Caer
Fulhauiagoe and conjures into
existence the long awaited
Dragon 3G . Dragon users who
don't want to wait until the
Millenium have only to wait until
August , when further details wil I
be furn ished . Someone's mut
tering something about DIY
Home Account ing with the soft·
ware included , as well. More
next month.

50 y·e ars in a vault . •
AREMINDERfromtheNational
Software Register that an
author's copyright although it
exists from the moment a
program comes into ex istence,
can be successful ly pirated if
the author cannot prove that it
existed at a parhcu lartime - for
instance, if another author
copies it and sells or publishes
it before the orig inal writer can
do so.
The National Software
Register will stor-e two copies of
your program confidentially,
and supply a numbered certi
ficate for each program .
Further details from The
National Software Register, 235
Chase Side, Enfield , Middx.
EN2 ORA.
There are, of course. other
ways to prove that a program
was in your possession at a
certain date. The simplest 1is to
mail a copy of the program to
yourself by reg istered mail
(where the date is certified) and
then store the package in a safe
place UNOPENED unless and
until you have a barney about
possession and have it opene-d
by the courts or some other
authority legally able to witness
thecontentsofthepacket. Make
sure the postmark is clear, and
keep the posting certificate for
luck.
This is cheaper than having
the program witnessed by a
Notary or stored in a bank vault ,
and just as effective (as long as
you don't lose it) .
Contrary to popular belief,
copyright exists whether or not
the material displays a copy
right (C) sign or any other indica
tion . The little symbol is simply
a warning to other people that
this is copyright material. Copy·
right stays with an author (a)

California Coco

The SBUG meets once a
month in Torrance and once a
month io Long Beac h , for
demonstrations, lectures and
chat . Members bring along their

computers. and the club's soft·
ware library travels along . The
newsletter has club and Coco
news, show reports and pro
grams. The March issue carries
a suggestion for a Red Cross
Data Processing Party on
behalf of the US Special
Olympics (the equiv·
alent of the UK
Wheelcha ir Olym
pics) , for wh ich the
group does a lot of
support work , and
the May issue sug
ges s a picnic .
The re's more to all
th is than software.
The c lub can be
contacted via Andre
at 22923 Alexandra,
Torrance. Cal ifornia
CA 90502, USA. Andre has
quite list of discontinued soft·
ware for sale as well , which
would be of interest to US
Dragon and Coco owners.

Buffer

Fade out

COMPUSENSE are develop·
ing a cache buffering utility,
Expressl0S·9. for use with their
Dragon Plus and 08·9.
There is no scheduled
re lease date at present. We
would be interested in hearing
from anyone who uses the
Dragon64/Dragonplus/OS-9
.and ii possible 'who uses C or
Pascal' (says Stan Opyrchal) to
test this package and review it
for us. ti you are interested drop
the ed itor a line pronto.

AS SOON AS DU June arrived
we saw that th e listings for the
Graph ics Screen Word
processorwere almost unread·
able in places . Otten the 'prin
ters' get the blame for this kind
ot th ing when it isn't their faull .
but in th is case the pages left us
in good condition (as you can
see from the final page), so we
will be ask ing questions.
Anyone who wants a clean
photocopy, pleas~ drop us a
line. No SAE required .

THE Dragon User offices had a
visit last week from program·
mer, hack.e r and wheeler-dealer
extraordinaire Andre J. Lavelle
from California , bring ing news
letters from the South Bay Com
puter Club and the National
OS-9 Users Group in the States.

•

uni ii he ors he sells it or assigns
it tosomebodyelseor(b) until 50
years after the death of the
author.
TheNSRdosay thattheywill
store your programs until 50
years after your death.

Disc
Super
writer
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDER 
SON Software of Denmark
called usu p to say that they now
have Dragon Data's Superwdter
II converted for disc.
"'It's the same text reseller
exactly. I wanted Dragon User lo
k now this , because some
people have been wondering."
said the chap from HCA . "The
disc can also be loaded into
memory and then saved and
loaded to another disc."
The package will cost £33.30
plus post and packing . Watch
Dragon User for further details.

Clang!
Phil Beed (and various people
on his behalf) apologise for a
sl ightly misleading statement of
the NDUG 'S subscription -it's
£8.00 to join, and £7.50 for
subsequent resubscriptions.
Also, po i nts out another
member. repairs are not literally
at-cost , but are undertaken as
cheaply as possible. National
Dragon User Group, 6 Navarino
Road , Worth ing, Sussex .

German gruppe ~~~h,ec1s
APOLOGIES to the Siegfried
ComputerGruppeofGermany
for missing their first show on
May 30th . We can now make
that up somewhat by publicising
their existence. They publish a
stout A5 magazine, Siegfried's
Drachenpost , every two
months. Th is is in German
·
/
(although this issue conta ins a
single cartoon in English!).
Contact the club via Bernd {:itJtA
Neuner, Dina-Ernstberger  · ·~,.,. l
Strasse 23, D -8524 Neun
kirchen am Brand 1, Bunders
re publik Deutschland .
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New software for review should be sent to Dragon User
12· 13 Little Newport Street. London WC2H ?PP .

Compose yourself
Program: Music Maker
Supplier: John Penn Sof1ware
Price: t:5.00
MUSIC MAKER is another pro·
gram that allows you to write
your own tunes in four pa rt har
mony. The tunes still sound as
synthesised astheydidwith , for
example. Microdeal 's Com
poser program. but this pro
gram is leagues above any
other in its field for the simple
reason that this is a composer
designed tor a composer, not a
programmer.
Bas ~ca lly. there's no conver
sion needed of music into lines
of code because all music is
entered onto a rather nice
graphic stave. Nearly anything
can be entered , and I haven 't
found anything missing while
I've been inputting my own
compositions.
The program is controlled
mainlywiththecursorkeyswith

other functions being provided
byotherappropriatekeys(eg 'R'
forrest , see, pretty easy isn't it!) .
It's very difficult towritea long
review about a program like this
because al l that you can say is.
yes, it sounds okay: yes, it's user
friendly; yes, it's graphically
easy to read . The only other
thing 'I can really do is give you
a list of its capabilities. So here
goes.
You can set the key and time
signature, enter notes (of any
length including ties and dotted
notes) onto bass and treble clef
with an option to use some
descenders. and a faci.lity to
cover notes not available on the
stave. You can enter rests, inset
and delete notes. repeatbarsor
bits of bars, change the tempo,
transpose the tune at any time,
save to and load from tape, play
the tune (pretty obvious one
that!) . and put half bars on the
start.

The manual makes it very
easy to understand and use the
program , and the table at the
back of the program allows the
user who is less well acquainted
withthetheoryofmusictoenter
his own tunes as well.
The final important feature of
the program is that any tune
written using Music Maker can
be used independently of the

master program with in your own
programs.
So, in summ ing up, thisis the
definitive music-writing pro
gram for the Dragon . and if you
thought Composer was essen
tial you simply must get th is.
Jason Orbaum

Pennies from above
Program: Miser 's Dream
Supplier: Microvision

Price: £7.95

Go to work
with
an. egg
Program: Superkid
Supplier: Quickbeam
Price: £8.95
TAKE the glasses off : pu t the
boots on ; get out the cape, and
prepare to take the illustrious
role of a SUPERMAN, or at least
one's younger brother. in th is.
quite simply the best of Dragon
games yet !
Yes , you 've guessed it . Your
objective is to save the damsel
in distress, avoid ing the various
nasties out to destroy your
wildest dreams' As Superkid
hasn't qu ite yet mastered the art
of flying , things soon get
increasingly difficult. The first
screen places you prominently
among a series of snails. wh ich
4 Dragon User July 1987

you may either jump. or blast
with an egg , which is your only
weapon , and which you can on
ly get by jumping on . This task
is surprisingly difficult!
Once you have got rid of the
snails , you travel onwards , en
countering a buzz-happy bee.
weaving throughout the screen ,
destroying your hopes of suc
cess (or at least mine) . All this,
and don't forget those blasted
cherries , giving you energy vital
to your mission.
Superb graphics, unbeliev
able sound , with the best bu ilt
in speech I have heard on any
computer, makes this an
unclassified him. With even a
section for you hacking freaks,
too. So com'on down , 'cos at
t:B.95 the price is right. As you
can guess, I like this one! (Dock
this man's pay for not mentioning
thedogs. Hashegotanastysur
prise in store! - Ed.).
Simon Jones

"'~"''

Miser '.s Dream is the sort of ex·
cellent program that doesn't sell
owing to lack of publicity and/or
reviews. (I 've bean on at Micro
vision . but J gather the chap in
charg·e of marketing hasn't
twigged that you do actually
have to draw people's attention
to games a few times before they
get around to parting with cash.
- Ed.)
Another game from Jason
Falcus of Eddie Steady Go fame,
1t simply involves collecting
coins that fal I from a cash-bag at
the top of ten progressively
harder screens, and guiding
them so that they lall into a piggy
ban k at the bottom .
Th e joyst ick controls a
pointer, to move ledges, see
saw style , either up or down to
guide the falling coins into the lit·
tie pig , though there are moving
platforms to aid or hinder the
fa lling on several screens. Out
to stop all th is is The American
E)(press (a train , not a card!).
chuffing happily across the top
of each screen . which drops
dollars down as it passes.
These destroy any cams that
touch them . bu t can be shot
away if you reach them quickly

enough . Also to be tackled is the
Money Spider. wh ich eats any
coins it encounters on the way
to the pig . This must be fi lled
within the time limit, with bonus
points equal to remaining time
once the little pig has been
filled .
The start menu allows
keyboard contro l if d esired , th e
keys being redefinable, and a
skil l level that ranges from
'simpleton' to 'Expert '. Then
onto the PMODE3 gam e
screen . ni,cely detailed and la id
ou t . the coins bounci ng
realistically from ledge to ledge.
Again like Eddie Steady Go.
some screens look ridiculously
easy, whi le the later ones re
quire some careful lhought. The
result of getting to the tenth
screen will have to wait lor a true
'expert ' to discover, though .
This is a very origina l.
definitely a 'Just one more go'
game, dealing with a subject
close to my heart. and retails for
£7.95, at which price it gives
good value for money. A nice
finish ing touch is that should
you beat 'M.T.Wallet' inthe 'Hall
of the Rich' tab le, it 1s possible
to reset and save your ach ieve·
ment when you next play.
Mike R. Vine

,,,,,

Take ten printers • • •

. add one, and you have the Dragon User readers' guide to painless printing

OVER the months we have received a pile of letters asking for more advice on which
prlntertobuyforthe Dragon. So we asked the people who know best: the users, and
the result is the eleven extended reviews of different models by satisfied customers
that you can read here.
We haven't attempted to direct you to spec;fic distributors, or to be rigid about prices :
thereare reliable computerdealers countrywide, and prices vary considerably for many
models, and change regularly.
The most important thing you can do, if you are not an electronics wizard , is establish
that your dealer can make up and supply (as part of the price if possible, although this
is not always on offer) the correct connecting cable for the Dragon, and wherever possi
ble to demonstrate the printer with your Dragon , ensuring that you understand how
to make the correct d ip settings.
But you will find all this, and much other good advice aside, In the reviews which
follow.
(Aren't you going ro mention rhe Disc Operating Systems? -Ass. Ed. Go away. - Ed.)
Arnst rad DMP 2000
ANYONE who wishes to use a Dragon
seriously will need a printer. especially when
using word processors or spreadsheets. My
first printer was a Seikosha GP100. Thi s
served me very well while I was simply
dumping programs or mach ine code
listings. I have now moved on to Flex and am
using SP-EDIT from Compusense. an
excellent word processing package. I
therefore needed a bette r pri nter. The
Amstrad came on the market last summer
and atter seei ng a demonstration of its print
quality I decid ed to buy it, in the Comet sale,
when it was priced £144 .95, a barga in price
for a machine wh ich g ives Epson com
patibility with both tractor and fr iction feed .
The DMP2000 is a lightweight machine
with a pair of hinged legs underneath so it
can stand over a 500 sheet box of paper. The
paper enters the machine al the front, which
also makes sing le sheet feed ing easy, and
the path is flat , so you can print on thin card
board . useful for record cards etc.
On the right side of the machine is the
mains On/Off sw itch , wh ile at the rea r is the
centrorncs connector and two sets of DIP
switches. used for setting various para·
mete rs. Theseareveryclearlydescribed in
the manual.
The printer cable suppl ied is for con·
nection to Amstrad machines, so a Dragon
(20 pin) to centronics must be obtained , or
the supplied cable refi tted wi th a Dragon
connec tor. IF you have the correct tools and
wiring diagram !
On the right front there are three buttons
for On -line. Form -feed and line-feed ,
togethe r with three indicators for On-line,
Paper-out an d Power-on . Above them is the
frictionhractor selector lever. I find the
machine functions perfectly wel l with this
selected to friction. even with tractor paper.
The ribbon is easily fi tted and at the left end
is the print pressure selector lever.
The manual is very clear. Each printer
command is described with simple software
in four languages, Amstrad , Commodore.
Microsoft Basic and BBC. For Dragon use
the Microsoft version , remembering to use
PRINTE·2 in place of LPRINT, and the
printer springs to life easily.

The printer comes with six basic
typefaces, but to these can be added many
variations.
The printer also has a n·um ber of foreign
charac te rs which are accessed by control
codes. the various characters occupy ASCII
codes used by less used sym bols, curly
brackets etc. , but if you are using Com ·
pu sense Flex they correspond to the bu ilt·
in foreign character sets. The character set
may also be preselected on the DIP
switches.
There are also the various graph ic
options. single, double or quad-density
modes. These follow the usual Epson style,
8/9 dot , dump routines.
All in all I have found this printer to give
reliable, good quali ty prin ting at a very
reasonable price. It compares well with
printers costing several tens of pounds
more. and I would recommend it to anyone.
I have increased th e printer 's internal
buffer from 2Kto8K . wh ich speeds up word
processing by not having to wait for the
printer. especially when in NLQ mode. This
is an easy modification. the parts cost under
£5.00. and I will supp ly details on request .

(Anybody interested in this mod. please
send you r request to DU with a stamped .
self-addressed enve lope, and we will pass
them on to Frank Philbrow - Ed.)
Frank Phi/brow
Current Comet price: £154 .95
Amstrad DMP300
THERE are some questions in this life that
are difficult to answer. Why are we here?
Why don't MacGowan Consulta nts come to
any shows? and why doesn't anyone bu ild
printers that load from the front? Well the first
two I will have to leave you to ponder but the
third one is now resolved with the new ftatb·
ed printers from A MST RAD_Now I know that
name is going to send some of you running
for the brown paper bag AARAGH ··· !!(Now
look what you 've done. You 've upset our
wordprocessor - Ed. )but don't knock it till
you have tried it.
The people at my local computer shop
had been trying to convince me ever since
I mentioned replacing my old Se1kosha. I
had been put off by the name, but when I was
offered the loan of a machine what could I
say?
I could go on about the joys of the front
load ing paper tra in but I won't. It wil l suffice
to say thatthe mac hine has a built-in stand ,
allowing fanfold paper to placed u ndemeat h
and restacked behind , and all loading can
be achieved from a sitting position. The
model I borrowed was a DM P 3000. the new
machine developed forthe PC clone. II could
be set to default to either of two IBM
character sets or Epson FX standard , selec·
table by dip switches. In order to get a line
feed with every carnage return ii was
necessary either to reset anotherdipswitch
or to PO KE 330.2- Print quality is very good
if a little furry on Near Letter Quality. All
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the Epson FX typefaces are catered for in·
eluding auto underline and italics, even
downloadable characters to allow you to
define your own additions to the set. All
these faci lities were called using Epson
control codes. so if your wordprocessor
was written for an Epson it should work
with an Amstrad . Some extra characters
are available in FX mode making it possi·
ble to print II and£ without switching sets
so you could use it with Peter Whittaker's
processor(Oragon User September 1985).
Another nice touch is that NLQ is selec·
table by control code or manually. This
means that I could run off my own copy at
draft speed (100 cps) to check before swit·
ching to NLO (20 cps) for the fin ished
art icle.
Graphics capability is outstanding with
single, double and even quadruple density
being suppo rted . With all of these there is
the choice of eight or nine pin graphics and
full details of how to implement them are in
the ample handbook.
The handbook is two th irds the size of
the Dragon manual and covers everyth ing
from w iring the plug to control code
combinations. In deed my only criticisms of
the manual were that it does not actually
show how the output will look and nowhere
can I find the size of the buffer. I suspect it
is about 2K but it would be nice lo know.
Th e machine comes in two guises,
DMP2000 and DMP3000, which cost £169
and £195 respectively. The 3000 has two
IBM character sets. the 2000 does not.
Which one you choose will depend on your
futu re aspirations .
Anyone want to buy a Seikosha?
Ken Smith
List price £169 (OMP2000) and £195
(DMP3000}

Brother M - 10009

NEEDING a printer for correspondance as
well as listings, but not the sort that would
take over the living room . I visited my local
Boots. They have always been willing to
demonstrate anything and have a good
selection .
The printer I was most impressed with
was the Brother M·1009. It is very compali·
ble with my Dragon 32 and has both cen
tronics and RS-232C interfaces if needed.
Only a normal printer cable is needed to
connect up and th is can be purchased
from one of the advertisers in Dragon User.
The Brother M·1009 is a dot matrix printer
with a 9 x 9 print head and in normal mode
will print up to 80 characters per line at
SOcps. 96 ASCII characters are available
and prints in normal or italic in any or a
combination of th e fo llowin·g ways : as it
comes , emphasised . double strike, pica,
elite, super and sub scripts. Underl ining as
well as margin. fo rm length and skipover
are some of the many features available.
Double speed , double density and hall
tone can all be used in BIT image mode.
The Brother M·1009 measures 330 x 190
x 70mm and is less than 60dB noisy, so the
rest of the family can carry on watching
Dallas. Th e print direction is both bi·
direclional logic seeking and unidirec
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ti on al and you can dump your data in hexa·
dec imal if needed. The 85 page manual is
reasonable with examples of how to set all
the printer codes. Also included are pages
on the technical side of things and copies
of all of the national character sets. When I
bought mine it was £149. Tractor feed or roll
paper options. are ex trn . For a while I used
cut paper and the roll paper option . The roll
paper option is marvellous, it works well,
still enables one to use headed notepaper.
it is quick, eflicient and there is no waste.
But , wanting to be like everybody else I
went and bought the tractor feed . Now I
have to worry about skipover and perfora·
tion codes. form length , printing at the top
of the page and the waste paper is incredi·
ble. You also need room for all the extra
paper and somewhere for it to go when you
are printing, otherwise it can snag .
For ease of use though I use Macgowan
Consultants ' "Printer Control'. This makes
light work of all my word processing pro·
blems and allows you to make ful l use of all
the printer 's faci lities . It also includes
things like an adjustable speed in the key
repeat so that slow typists do not get rows of
leeeeeetters. Centering of headings or
blocks of data such as address blocks are
made easy. So are thi ngs like block
tra nsfer or delete, left and righ t justify, user
defined graphics and strings, multiple
prints and variable page and line spacing .
There are many other facilities built in in·
eluding being able to enlarge your print up
to eight times. But image mode is made
easy and there are th ree different
character sets that can be used .
Included in the package is a picture
mode allowing you lo load , change,
modify, invert . move , or enlarge your pie·
ture. you can even add words or duplicate
parts of it. The package includes a supply
of preprogrammed graphics and user
defined strings that are simplicity itse lf to
use. Th is whole article including picture
was done with th is program .
Alan Blackwell
Look for price around £150 or less.

Centron1cs G LP
HAVING recently purchased a printer I now
know the strain and frustrat ion of looking
lor a good value printer. Especially one that
can be used with the Dragon . At last my
quest is over and I now own a Centronics
GLP (Great Little Printer).
But let's start at the beginning . One day
I woke up and thought to myself " I need a
printer". Fool that I am, 1thought it would be
the simplest of tasks . Ha! So eagerly I fl ick·
ed through the pages of the latest Dragon
User. Nothing. Did this put me off ? No. I
looked through several old issues of
Dragon User. Any luck? (Ha ~ aga in). No, my
pulse raced as months, years, decades
passed . Well. a good few issues anyway.
But. alas. I found very little mention of that
fear inspiring device. The few I did find
would have degraded my ex istence into
complete misery.
Just as I was giving up hope. and think·
ing that these printer things were a myth. a
brainwave hit me. I decided to do a rash
thing and look through other computer
magazines(God protect me from the wrath
of the ed itor). A rash decision I know but I
thought I should chance it. Mild success! I
found some printers of a marginal interest,
just atthe top of my planned expenditure, a
few were even Epson compatible (gasp).
But still I fought on and even committed the
sacrilege of borrowing an Acom User(spits
on the ground in haste, and looks for angry
mobs). And there it was love at first sight , a
printer for under 125 pounds (by Sp) , Ep
son compatible, NLQ(Near Letter Qual ity) ,
screen dump capable, all this and a star
saying 'FREE Tractor feed + Cable + Roll
feed + Paper'. How could I resist?
Feverishly my hands trembled towards
my building society book . I wiped away the
dust and cobwebs and slowly opened the
light pages Yes, through those barely legi
ble, time eaten characters I learned I could
afford it.
Rapidly I turned back to the article,
thoughts of spending money driving my

mind into a frenzy of worry and confusion.
The clever httle black dots caught my eyes:
'All printers come standard with parallel
interface', '12cps NLO'. '50cps Draft',
'Separate tractor and Friction feed ', 'logic
seeking head (whatever it was it sounded
good)', 'uses A4 sheet or continuous',
'original + 2 copies ', '48 international
characters', 'subscripts, superscripts and
underl ining '. My mind span . The list con
tinued , dispelling all doubts except one:
would it work with my humble Dragon?
Would th is much power kill my little
machine?
Hours passed , tears dripped, I thought.
Finally the lust for a new printer won out . I
would take the risk, dive into the unknown!!
went directly to the build ing society, did not
passgoanddid notcollect200pounds. My
head pounded. Could I forgive myself if I
found I had blown it? Hands twitching I went
to the counter. The next few minutes
aireblanked from my mind. I remember
nothing, the pressure must have been over
whelming . But when I came to my senses,
walking home, I found a strange piece of
paper in my hand. After asking an 1innocent
bystander I found it was called a cheque. Not
only that but by some strange coincidenc·e
it was for the exact value of the printer,
£132.95 (including the post and packing). I
tried to remember what it was for. It wou ldn't
fit in the little hole in my door where the draft
comes in , so I went to the dreaded
magazine, cutoutthelittlesquareform (you
see, reckless with otherpeoples'propertyl),
filled in the details. Two boxes worried me:
I hey said 'Tick BBC or IBM'. Hmmm, a hard
one, I closed my eyes and ticked at random.
The BBC! Hurriedly I stuffed the cheque and
the form in an envelope and scrawled the ad
dress on the front. Would the postman be
able to read my writing? If all went well I
would never have to write again. I stuck an
18 pence stamp on (noth ing like overdoing
things.) I rushed to the postbox and threw it
in.
It was Wednesday morning. For days I
couldn't sleep_The tales I had heard of the
GPA would make your hair stand on end.
Thu rsday passed , nothing! Fridaycameand
a ring on the doo[ Had the mafia found me?
Cautiously I opened it. A tall man with a l arge
box stood there. He said " Sign 'ere mate".
Was I signing my Me away? Impulsively I
signed . And he handed me the box . It was
heavy, very heavy and it even said Vig Ien on
the side. No, I must be deluding myself, two
days. not even Superman's that fast. Was it
a joke? Slowly I tore away the sticky tape.
Pulled apart the brown cardboard . Intrigu
ing , more boxes withi n . J: took one of the
boxes out for closer inspection . It contain·
ed a long. piece of strong plastic with black
round bits atthe end. I delved further into the
mystery box . Paper. tractor feed paper and
a roll 1 And still more boxes within , lots of
polystyrene besides. More plastic, some
transparent, some black , some cream . A
piece of ribbon cable with plugs at the ends.
This was a real Aladd in's cave. Still more.
Some books titled somewhat colourfully
User's Manual and RX Compati'bility. Some
sheets with literally hundreds of funny squig
gles like ESQ " Z" +n1+n2 for quadruple
density graphic mode! Had I by some

chance found a stray copy of a spaceship
operating manual? Again I looked into the
box, one large ominous package remained.
I pulled at it. I felt it move and again pulled .
It came loose. Unfolding the card board and
pulling away the polystyrene 1revea led ii in
its full glory. A printer. my printer, by some
magic il had arrived before the seven days
on the form. A few minutes passed as I con
sidered the possibility of un ion action in the
GPO. A go- fast motion poss ibly. But then I
tu rned back to th e printer. In my usual style
I ig nored the manual with the big let1erssay
ing " READ THIS BEFORE YOU TOUCH A
THING ". It was a bit like Christmas. Quick ly
I clicke d the plastic into the right holes The
ribbon was a doddle, the tractor feed a
delight, but the roll feed caught me out . I had
to look atthemanual. No help. I persevered,
finally I decoded the clever oriental designs
and clicked l he piece of metal in place. It
looked so cute, but quickly my brain spotted
an absence. The mains plug! I dived through
my appliances . The TV? The Dragon's
power supply? The clock radio that you feel
like murdering first thing in the morning?
Foolishly a long piece of wire with a black box
on the end showed itself. My hands flowed
in swift graceful arcs and with in seconds the
plug was on the printer!
My instincts told me there was just one
th ing to do: connect it to the Dragon . The
supplied lead, printer end , slid in as if it had
no other purpose in life, probably because
it didn't. But the other end caused a sudden
pain to pass from my brain to my heart. The
plug was too big , no matter how hard I tri ed
it just wouldn't squeeze into the hole in the
side of the Dragon mariked Pl/0. It did fit in
th e other side, but somehow I thought that
I should do it right(or leftdependingon how
you view it). Tears poured . I contemplated
suicide and just at that moment my
reddened eyes caught something : the 20
way plug I had been using to stir my coffee
with . Could I sacrifice it? I licked off the
coffee and tried it in the hole. It fitted. But
would it do the trick? Could the Dragon do
with 20pins what the beeb needs 24 for? Of
course, when has the Dragon ever been
beaten (shut up at the back there !).
I removed the casing on the printer lead.
Sure enough not all pins were in use. After
pleading with my 'friend?' for a pinout of the
Beeb's printer port (not an easy task afterthe
state I has left his magaz ine in), I traced the
wires and connected them to what seemed
like the appropriate pins on the Dragon . After
a few third degree burns from a vicious
soldering iron I had built up a fairly accurate
model of the Forth road bridge. All very well .
but would it stand up to being plugged into
the Dragon? It did ! I went for the big one. I
turned it on. Aredlightglowedevilly, I heard
it make a pretty good impression ot a milk
cart. The head stopped in the middle(sothal
must be where all the logic isl) . A green light
appeared next to a button (strangely similar
to a ZX81 keyboard button) marked 'ON
LINE'. The scene was set .my hands I rem bl
ed , quickly dancing over the k.e yboard, the
screen displayed ? 1/-2. "TESTING ". My
heart fluttered as I waited for the time to
press ENTER , I did , an eerie silence! Too
long; I knew something was up. Rapidly I
pressed the buttons on the printer in a

random sequence, I pulled and pushed the
leads. I tried again , nothing. Why me? Why
after all I've done? I looked at the plug in the
Dragon . Of course. it was the only thing I
cou ld try! I had plugged it in upside down!
Turn ing it around I repeated the process and
on hilting ENTER sweet music filled my earn
'eeeaaaarrrmmmph'. Looking down I saw
those black letters had appeared in a
familiar tongue. 'TESTING ' they said . I
keyed in 'IT WORKS '. II re plied in a tong ue
I could not understand. It occurred to me
thatthis was because the paper had not
moved I And both words were on the same
line.
My fingers danced ? # -2 , CHRS(11).
'Shhhrrrumph' and the paper had moved
vi sibly by one line! . But how cou ld I live in a
world where lhadtoprintac hr 11 (linefeed)
after every sentence? No, I wanted more
from life than that , I wanted a carriage return
to make it go 'Shhhrrrumph'. Grabbing the
manual lsawapictureofalit le bo.xwitheight
small bits of plastic sticking out of it. They call
it a DIP switch , or 'Dual in Line Pin'. Under
number seven it said 'CR (AUTO LF
ENABLE/DISABLE)'. W ith my training in
jargon it took just a few hours to realize that
this switch was responsible for the misery
caused to so many people. I grabbed a pen
cil to change it . Buttheforebod ing wordsof
the manual stopped me, saydng 'Never use
a pencil to change DIP switches'. Something
to do with graphite being conductive. I decid
ed to play it safe and use a screwdriver. I flick
ed it. For once in my life that little piece ot
plastic didn't I tried again 111-2 , " Please
work, nice lime printer". It still decided toprin!
on the same 1ine as two other words. But al
the end of the plead the paper moved up. I
tried again. Success. I could read the whole
sentence. I was spirall ing to new heights. I
looked at the list of hu nd reds of control
codes, I tried some NLQ, italics, extended ,
reduced letters. Elite, Pica, double strike,
single and double density. user defined
characters, international set , tiny letters, let
ters up, down , underlined . Hours ot fun tor
all the family !
So heed my little tale and take a look
around for printers, even the Dragon can be
coaxed into working with them . And with
pri nters at these prices, why I might even be
able l·o make it pay for itself if I can write some
articles for Dragon User. Best wishes in your
strugg le to buy a printer, and I hope you have
had more luck than I have, but I ass ure you
it 's worth it ·in the end!
Jonathan Bates
Look for price around £125
Luck. boYO? You buy a BBC-compatible
printer. mail order, it comes in two days and
all you have to do is change a plug and twid·
die the D/Ps and it works? I should say you
had luck!
No, the real message in Mr. Bates' account
of a tu/I-blown printer-purchase psychosis
(li nefeedabsenti a
noncompatibilia
muchanoia} is that it can be beaten with the
help ofa little knowledge and a great deal of
patience. However. anyone who is not confi
dent of their ability to re·assemble an incom
patible cable and w in should stick to con
sulting a reliable deafer. as many ofour other
contributors did.
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Mannesmann Tally MT 80 Plus
I NEEDED a printer urgently as I had
volunteered to produce minutes etc. tor a
local Society - this on top of my need to
print my own listings. I cou ld afford up to
£250, so I ploughed through piles of
magazines, buyer's guides and all the
leaflets I could glean from local computer
shops. I had some experience of a frie nd 's
Shinwa CPBO, so had a good idea of what I
was looking tor. Most help was obtained
from Fal-Soft (in Falmouth) in the shape of
Sales Manager Jim , who demonstrated a
couple of cu rrent models and spoke of
updated versions com ing shortly. One of
the leaflets he gave me was for the
Mannesmann Tallly MT80 (80cps), which
had a good specification and LOOKED
good as well . A few days later, Jim phoned
to say that his new stock had arrived so I
du ly popped over there to fi nd a couple of
the latest printers on demonstration . One
was the MT80 Plus, happily printing away,
at 100 cps, in all its print modes. It fitted the
bill for me. as did its £245 price-tag , :but I
192 ASCII and 160 JIS characters as well
was able to negotiate it down to £227 in
clud ing a mains plug , a couple of small
as the graphics.
There is a very attractive, and sturdy,
'goodies' and about 400 sheets of fanfold
smo ey brown transparent cover which is
paper. I already had a Dragon printer lead
slotted so that it can be in situ while prin
so, back home, it took very little time to un
ting . This not only reduces the noise level
pack the machine, fit the mains plug and
further, but incorporates a handy tearing
connect up to my Dragon 32 - simplicity
edge and a very useful scale, graduated
itself with the help of the Operating
every two characters from O to 80.
Manual.
The said Manual is detailed and com
I have tried Te/ewriterwh ich is quite good
prehensive, with all aspects of operation
in many respects, but is complicated to use
and suffers a major drawback as far as I am
includ ing a section on the interface op
concerned. It has no repeat faci lity, which
tions. It is a translation from Japanese,
is a pain in the neck when one needs to
despite the German name, and is general
print around 70 copies at a time, so I have
ly well written , although there are some
relied on my trusty Dragon to produce good
real howlers here and there to help th ings
results and write each page into a simple
along without damage to the main theme.
loop which then controls the number of
The numerous example programs are
1 excellent and are easy to adapt for the • copies required . Pam D 'Arcy's Epson Print
Base (DU Feb '87) adapted easily to the
Dragon , and clear instructions are given
MT80 Plus, and simpl ifies access to all its
on how to set the twelve slide-switches in
fac ilities which , in turn , speeds up pro
side the machine before use, which is easy.
Five of the switches cover no less than thir
duction . Thanks Pam! !. The only problem
occurred after about four months when the
teen internationa l character sets, the rest
top row of pins in the print-head stopped
being for various basic form options in
printing. I took it back to the shop where
cluding a hashed zero. There are W3semi
graphic characters available, and graphics
Jim threw his hands up in horror at what he
in the bit-i mage mode. In the absence of
any good graphic-dump programs for the
Panasonic KX-P1080U
Dragon. I have only been able to try a cou
ple of small routines from past issues of
AFTER saving up £200 I decided to buy a
Dragon User. bu t the MTSO Plus draws very
printer and selected the Panasonic KX
we ll. It has a 8 x 9 matrix to dothis, but uses
P1080U because of the wide range of
only 7 x 8 tor normal printing which is still
faci lities it ottered tor the price. It's an 80
pretty good. It will print Pica , Elite, Sub and
column dot matrix printer with a 1K buffer
andtheabilitytoproduce NLQ print in all its
Super script w1ith enlarged , condensed .
fonts . The two main fonts are 10 cpi (pica)
emphasised etc. modes on the fi rst two.
and 12 cpi (elite) both of which are available
The MT80 Plus is a versatile machine,
and almost. but not qu ite. Epson compa·
in italic style. It can also work in compress
tible in that italics are obtained in a different
ed mode producing 17cpi orelongated at5
cpi. Four other printing pitches are easily
way and the codes for the international
available. The machine can produce
character sets are ten higher in each case.
graphics dumps in a variety of densities.
The odd reference in the manual to CPABO
suggest that the MTBO Plus is the same
With all this plus tractor and friction feed as
standard along with Epson compatib le
machine in a different case, but that should
not deter anyone. Paper feed incorporates
control codes. it appeared to be a
adjustable tractor and frict ion wh ich will
bargain.
accept fanfold , roll and sing le sheets up to
The machine was well packed and after
ten inches wide. It is possible to pri nt
removal from its box the job of setting up
original and two copies from the available
was attempted . The outside case ot the
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said was an almost unheard-of fault.
However, under warranty, the print-head
was replaced and I had my printer back
within two days. That was eighteen months
ago, and my printer has worked faulllessly,
and very hard , ever since. In that time I
have got to know the MT80 P lus a great
deal better and my delight with the
machine continues to grow. This is the
basic model with a 112 byte buffer and
parallel interface, quite adequate for the
average user, but other options are
available for the more amb itious. The
MT80 Plus is available with either a 2K or
4K butter, and a Serial port is optional on all
versions, so there is a model to su it all re·
quirements. The ribbon is easy to change,
and is in cassette form so no inky fingers.
Replacements are reasonably priced and
readily available almost anywhere. Yes!! I
certainly like th is super piece of hardware,
and would recommend it to anyone,
especially as it can now be obtained tor
less than £200 if one shops around .
Malcolm Hollins

List price £245. Look for discounts.
machine is of strong plastic and it has a
sol id robust construction and a weight of
6kg. The t04 page A4 manuall gave clear
instructions on how to remove the carriage
stoppers, install the ribbon and fit the
paper separators. The machine was then
ready to print. The printer has a standard
Centronics parallel interface and connec
tion to the Dragon was simple. Using the
table in the Dragon's manual (figure 1) and
the table in figure 2 ., I made up a lead
using 20-way ribbon cable, 20-way IDC
plug and a 36-way Amphenol plug (flgure3
shows the pin arrangment of the pri nter
socket). Ready made printer cables can be
purchased for about £10.
At first the machine would print but not
produce any line-feeds, then I remem
bered that the Dragon will produce a line
feed automatically if you POKE 330,2 . This
works but it 's not possible to do this when
usjngthediscversion of Telewriter. So back

to the printer manual to hunt for the DIP
switches. These are located be low the
printer head and are difficult to reach . But
once I set them to my requ irements I have
not had to reset them a second time. DIP
switch 3 makes the printer produce a line
feed with every carriage return . This is the
only switch whose position I have changed
since all the others have effects wh ich can
be achieved using software codes.
I have been using the machine now tor
10 months and it has performed fault lessly.
The manual illustrates the action of all the
so-called escape codes (there are masses
of them) with Basic examp les and, pro
viding you substitute PRINT £·1 for
LPRINT, they work . On the top of the printer
there are several switches. The three press
ones on the righttum theprinterOn and Off
line, produce a Form feed and the third a
Line-feed. On the left there is a slide switch
with three positions: Std, NLQ and Comp.
The first position produces draft quality
output on a 9 x 9 matrix al 100cps. These
cond sets up the near letter quality mode
which prints on a 18 x 18 matrix at 20cps.
The third position produces compressed
print al 17 cpi .
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This switch is a boon as ii enables me to
print out work rapidly, to find my many
mistakes, then , when corrected , select
NLQ for the perfect master without having
to remember the appropriate software
codes. The ribbon cassette is small and
rides on the print head . II contains a
seamless ribbon with a claimed life of three
mill1ion characters in draft mode. So far I
have not had to change it and the print
quality is fine. By way of comparison the
multistrike ribbon in my previous machine
(Shinwa CP80) needed replacemen t every
two months.
There have been no problems with the
machine but there are areas in wh ich it
cou ld be improved :
1. The tear bar has a scale from Oto 80 to
facilitate correct alignment of the paper,
but the bar is black and the scale is simply
indented on it. This means that it was
almost impossible to read until I filled the

indentations with yellow crayon .
2. A smoked plastic cover is fitted when
a colourless cover would make the print
easier to read .
3. The method of switch ing the printer
Off-line from software is not totally satis·
factory. Switching back to On-line req uires
another software code as opposed to using
the switch on the machine.
An audible device to indicate when a
page was complete would be useful.
The printer is capable of proportional
spacing , auto right justification , has 32
international characters, vertical and
horizontal tabu lation and the ability to store
40 of your own characters. Overall the
machine has been superb and I have no
hesitation in recommending it particularly
now that it can be purchased for arou nd
£160.
Mike Hides
Price around £1 60

Samleco DX -86

removing the transit clampwh ich holds the
head and some roam packing which
protects the carriage assembly. You then
mount the separately packed ribbon drive
plate and the ribbon cartridge. Spares of
the latter are obtainable from the factory,
are about half the price of the Seikosha rib
bon , last about ten times as long and fur
thermore are also similar to a very readily
available Mannesman Tally 1000 ribbon .
You then connect the Centron ics parallel
interface cartridge to the back of the
machine and into th is in turn goes a
standard Dragon printer cable previously
obtained from one of the advertisers in
Dragon User. The mains cable and switch
is just above the cartridge and on the front
of the printer are switches for Iine feed up or
down , form feed , and on/off line (to the
compu ter) complete with a small on -line
indicator lamp. Three more indicator
lamps show power on, hardware error and
paper end, which also sounds a bu zze r.
It is of course an 80 column machine
which has a typ6writer-like full-width rub
ber roller with hand wheel which takes
single sheets of stationery which are held
in place with a set of small pinch rollers ac
tuated by a lever on the right. The same
lever is left in the open position when using
standard 9 )in continuous perforated fan
fold paper wh ich is fed by a pai r of ad
justable pin feed wheels with hinged
clamps each side of the platen roller, allow
ing about one inch of width variation.
You can then do a sell-test printout of the
character set by switching power on and
depressing the line feed button at the same
time. Th is was satisfactory and after
loading one of my programs, the next step
was to do a print-out with a LLIST com
mand. It did a very crisp clean run at 120
cps in draft mode with the head printing in
both directions. really very quiet, as the in
side of the casing is partially lined with
sound absorbing sponge rubber and the
machine could not be heard in the next
room! There is a gentle roc king motion
when the head reverses. Furthermore a
blank 1 inchskipover isavailableeachside
of the paper fold perforat ion , leaving a nice
neat appearance.
This last feature as well as many others

MY very first computer, bought in early
1983, was an Orie, which , alas, proved to be
no oracle. At the same time I bought a
Seikosha GP100A printer which I then
thought was marvellous, having little idea
of what a true descender (which it didn't
have) was, or what nice print should look
like, how long the ribbon should last (not
very long, and expensive!) and how much
noiseone might expect when using it . I was
then
programming with
a more
knowledgeable friend and when we
discovered that the Orie cou ld not handle
data files within a program, I decided that it
wou ld have to go and that I would get a rea l
computer, and thus my DRAGON 32 was
acquired later that year.
By the autumn of 1985 I had acquired a
label program to maintain a small club file
and found that the Seikosha was very
reluctant to feed the rather heavy label
stationery unless one helped it along by
pulling the stuff throught at the top end.
You can imagine that the results from this
were rather uneven and I came to the con·
clusion that the Seikosha would also have
to go, or as the Americans say when they
fire somebody,"be outplaced".
Then I came across an advert in
Business Computing for the Samleco
range of printers, made in Windsor with on
ly a rew imported parts, which offered quite
a lot of features including plug -i n interface
cartridges for connection to a whole variety
of popular home computers as well as
business micros such as the IBM PC, for
just over £200 includ ing VAT. This was the
DX-85, but I chose the next model up, the
DX-86 for £46 more. because it cou ld print
Near Letter Quality (NLQ) from an 18 by 18
matrix instead of the 9 by 9 printing head
standard on the DX-86_
I ordered it direct from the factory, wh ich
at the time gave me a discount , and it was
sent, well packed in polystyrene and car
ton , by Target Express, for an extra delivery
charge of around £12 . This was well worth
it as it arrived in excellent order within 24
hours of dispatch .
Inside was an 81 page typescript in
struction book which tells you first about
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conlrolled by a series of 14 double (28 in all)
dip switches which are found at the front
just by raismg the cover. Probably the first
thing to set up is the form length of your
paper, 11 in being the usual, bu t this can be
changed to 12in,6in , or5)in . The next thing
is the international character set : UK-ASCII
for the£ sign , or US-ASCII for 'hash' which
looks belie r in program listings. You can
also have French , German , Dan ish ,
Swedish , Italian, Spanish and. yes. even
Japanese, as well as IBM character sets.
Next comes a choice of type face : Pica at
10 per inch (80column}. Elite at 12 per inch
(96 column) and Condensed at 17 per inch
(136 column) . as well as emphasised in
Pica. You can change line feeds and
carriage returns , print your zero with or
without a slash and switch when
everyth ing is printed over a second time
and the speed drops to 35 cps. All the
switch changes are initialised by turning
the power off and then on again after a few
seconds.
Your print-outs in a data file will look
much better if the headings are done in
bold double letters and for those of you who
are new to printing here is an example how
this is done:
100 PRINT£-2, CHR$(14);''Performance
Report"
The first part opens the file 10 the printer
and the second turns on double width for
that line only. There are other CHA$ com
mands for cont inuous use and for return
ing 10 normal size letters. These control
codes can be implemented in ASCII , DEC.
or HEX and are set out in the instruction
book together with aB the other software
commands which can be used instead of
the dip switches described above. In addi
tion you can have underlining, superscript
or subscript, emphasized or enhanced
Sh1nwa CPBO

WITH SIGHTS firmly fixed on my GUN
(Great Un fi nished Novel) a printer was
high on my list of priorities back in 1984.
But what type to get?
I needed a reasonably good quality print
out and the ability to print in large quantity
onto A4 paper. Daisywheel printers offered
excellent quality, but were too expensive and
too slow for my needs. A dot matrix printer
seemed to be the answer, but I was not very
impressed with the print quality of the
machines which I checked out.
Some were better than others, but
somehow they all managed to look as if
they drilled words onto the page - rather
like that old advert spelling out the name
Milky Bar in bullet holes.
All, that is. but one. When I discovered
the Sh inwa CP80 I knew my search was
over. This was a dot matrix printer with one
spec ial quality - no dots!
The pins in lhe print head on the Shinwa
CPSO are square, not round . As a result ,
Shinwa character set.
'"~S%~'

letters, normal, dual or quad density
graphics. although I have not explored
these yet.
One of the th ings I wanted to use the
printer for was my Dragon Superwriter II
word processor cartridge (unfortunately
no longer available) as th is can use an 85
column screen size. This lets you see on
the screen what you get on the paper
wi thout scro lling sideways and works well
with the 12 cpi Elite type font. By using the
Superwriter If and the printer manuals it is
not too difficult to set up printer drive r
codes in DEC to call up features such as
the different type faces, underlining or
double size letters. They are then readily
available by pressing only the CLEAR key
followed by a single figure and can be saved
on tape together with your letterhead
address nicely spaced and centred.
Th is is handled very elficiently with the
skip-over feature switched off. The station
ery pulls through with ease and prints a
nice clear label in 10 point Pica.
Wh ile the DX·86 may not be the very
cheapest printer on the market, it is solidly
made and has very comprehensive
features making it my best buy; the
cheaper DX-85 must also be considered to
be very good value for many Dragon
enthusiasts.
Peter Singer
Look for price around £250 or less
• while the characters it outputs are slightly
thicker than other dot matrix printers they
are very near letter quality and are certain
ly less eye-stra ining than the 'peppered '
print of many dot matrix printers.
I will come to the technical details in a
moment, but let me deal first with the most
important question, next to th e price, for a
potential buyer- just how reliable has the
Shinwa CPBO proved to be over the past
three years?
Let me put it this way: in those three
years my machine has produced ten
copies of a 50,000-word book , that's
around five million characters and doesn't
take intoaccountawellerof letters, articles
and printouts.
With one hiccup it has done all that I have
demanded of it and is going as strong as
ever. The hiccup came when the printer
was seven months old . One of the eight
pins in the print head jammed .
To make matters worse the company
from which I had bought it, SCI Ltd , had just
gone out of business. I contac ted another
Shinwa supplier who put me in touch with
Micro Periforals of Basingstoke, who are
the UK agent for Shinwa . They honoured

(J*+,- . /012345678 q:

the guarantee which had come with the
machine.
Not ont y th at, they also replaced the pri nt
heac:I and had the printer winging its way
back to me by return of post. How's that for
service?
Nowletmeturn to thetechnicalside. The
Shinwa CP80 measures 377mm by
295mm is 125mm deep and weighs 5.3kg
(111bs}. The standard model has both fric·
tion and tractor feed which means it can
take sheets of typewriter paper or con
tinuous fanfold paper with perforated
edges.
·
The machine is also supplied with a
paper guide wire rack which helps to keep
the ingoing and the outgoing paper apart.
The interface is standard Centron ics
parallel wh ich means that it can be
connected directly to the Dragon without
difficulty via the printer port, although
there is an optional RS232 serial interface
available for other micros.
Plugging the printer into the Dragon port
and intothe mainssupplyisvirtuallyal l that
needs to be done to prepare it for action
although you will need some sort of
program in your Dragon to tell it what to
print.
The printing speed is 80 characters per
second which means it takes about 90
seconds to print an A4 sheet. The char
acter set is printed on a 7 by 8 dot matrix
and consists of 228 ASCII characters. nor·
mal and italic alpha-numeric fonts, sym
bols and semi-graphics.
The normal dot density is 640 per line
although compressed format is available
producing 1280 1ots per line. Subscript,
superscript and underlining are all
supported.
Column width in normal mode is 80
although this can be doubled to 40 columns
or compressed to 142. Compressed double
width produces a 71 column display and
widths can be mixed on one line.
Printout options include a choice
between a slashed zero and a zero without
a slash and the £ sign at ASCH 129.
The Shinwa CP80, like most other dot
matrix printers, can also be used to pro
duce a hard copy of the graphics screen by
printing rows of eight pixels at a time. The
manual accompanying the printer is
adequate, but suffers occasionally from
heavy-handed translation from Japanese.
(I still haven't figured out what it means by
the word 'functionated ').
The example programs in the printer
handbook use ESCape codes with the
LPRINT instruction (use PRINT-2 with the
Dragon) and are al l in BASIC, which is a pity
since a machine code routine ortwo would
hav.e been nice for those of us who like our
graphicstobedumpedtohardcopybefore
our cocoa goes cold.
In the September 1984 edit ion of Dragon
User lolo ap Gwynn had a machine code
program to do just that. It is reproduced in
listing one. The dump is executed with the
instruction EXEC & H7EOO.
It has to be said that seven indices at the

;(=)?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP9RSTUVWXYZC\]A_'~bcdef9hijklmno
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back of the manual contain a wealth of
detail about control codes, configuring the
printer and using the bit image mode. But
user friendly it ain't!
However the Shinwa uses Epson-type
control codes, so it may be possible to find
a more friend ly Epson manual to answer
those questions which the Shinwa hand
book doesn 't.
At the side of the printer is an on/off
switch and a small keyboard in the right
hand bottom corner has three switches
and four LED displays.
On power up one of the LED's lights up,
but the printer will not accept data until its
'On-Line' switch is pressed. When it is
pressed two more of the lights come on ,
one indicating that the printer is on line and
the other that it is ready to accept date.
The fourth LED indicates when the
paper is near its end.
One of the remaining two switches
advances the paper to the next top of form
position and the other advances the paper
by one line.
Line feed is usually controlled by the

(11 or 12 inches}, the default line spacing
(118 or 1/6 .inch), the default column length
(80 or 142 characters) . whether or not to ex
ecute a 1in skip over th e perforations in
continuous form paper, and whether to
print the zero character with a slash
through it or not. The position of the re
maining four switches sets the default
character set. Altering the position of any
of these switches after power-on will have
no effect.
The CPABO has two serf-test rout ines:
holding down the line feed button while the
printer is turned on causes the entire
character set to be pri nted out. Holding
down the form feed button whilst power is
applied results in a continuous printing of
part of the character set until FF is
released .
Character sets available are: ASCII ,
British, French, German. Danish,
Swedish , Italian and Spanish, all with
Graphics characters . Also available are:
ASCII (Italics) + Graphics, ASCII (Normal
+ Italics) and ASCII + Greek. The CPA80
will even print Japanese Kana characters.
Several printing fonts are possible: PICA
(80 characters/l ine) and ENLARGED (40
interface board is a switch which can be
Shinwa CPABO
characters/line). Additionally, these fonts
used to select either carriage return or car
may be mixed to give novel width
riage return/line feed . The operating
MY Shinwa CPA80 was obtained from S P
characters, eg condensed and enlarged .
systems Flex and OS·9 requ ire no line feed
Electronics in Hucknall, Nottinghamshire
Text may also be printed out in emphasised
cha.racter as they automatically send this
and cost £228 including VAT and Centron
mode, which produces a stronger impres
to the printer, but the Dragon's ROM print
ics cable. As I live nearby I called in with my
sion on the paper. Double st ri ke mode
routine does require it. The switch is not
064 and tried it out first - they were very
causes the print head to make two passes,
designed for heavy use, soil it is envisaged · advancing the paper by 11216 inch in bet
helpful, especially when , after buying one
that either of these operating systems will
and spending ag·es trying to get it to work,
ween . This gives excellent 'near letter
be used frequently, it is probably wise to fit
they pointed out that I hadn't removed a
quality' text , even with an ageing ribbon.
an external switch in parallel.
small piece of packi ng material (see
With a new ri bbon , however, this facility is
The manual supplied consists of 80
below). C'est la vie! SP advertise regularly
not essent ial as the pins in the printer head
pages of A5 tex t, diagrams and examples,
in DU.
are square and butt up to each other, leav
and is very comprehensive, although ,
Unpacking th e printer reveals a smart
ing no unslghtly gaps. Most of these
gramatically speaking , it does suffer
box fash ioned in brown/beige measuring
featu res and fonts may be mixed, giving a
somewhat from being translated from
384(W) x 315(D) x 125(H)mm and weigh ing
total of 64 different print modes (in any
Japanese to American English.
about 5kg. Two shipping screws must be
characte r set). Subscript and superscript
On its top panel, the CPA80 has th ree
removed from the base of the unit before
are catered for, in any font you wish , and the
selector switches: on-line, line feed and
use, as well as a small piece of packing
printer also supports proportionally spac·
form feed . There are also four indicator
loam which is stuck between the printer
ed text , which removes large gaps around
lamps: power, paper out, ready and on
head and the left hand side of the carriage.
narrow characters such as the letter 'i '. The
line. Under a small clip-on panel lives a
The printer is supplied with only one of
print head has nine pins, gi:ving true lower
bank of 12 dip switches whose status are
the two available interfaces, serial or
case descenders on letters such as ·q'; this
determined by the printer at switch-on .
parallel. These are plug-in units and may
feature also enables underlining . Some
These may be used to set the initial power
be easily interchanged. The serial inter·
examples of different fonts and features
up conditions of the printer, although
face is a standard RS232 interface
are shown in figure 1. The carriage may
almost all the features may be changed at
operating via a 20mA current loop at up to
also be reverse wound , enabling run-time
will by software. Functions controlled are:
4800 baud. The more common parallel
graphs to be printed. An impressive exam
whether or not to download an alternative
interface is a standard Centron ics type (the
ple of this is given in the manual.
character set, whether to use normal or
type the Dragon needs), which an
A total of four bit-image modes are
emphasised text . the default form length
amphenol connector. Also included on the
avai lable: 8-pin mode with either 640 or
1280 dots/line (called single and double
Thi• te xt •• in PICA mode w&*~ •~••~·-~••- •~• •u.••• "" • • ,
density), and the same using 9 pins. Thus
H•'°·'s £LJTE tut: 123~56,898 ul ~J tnl ff tit•- lior
any two-colour screens may be dumped
quickly and easily.
Software controllable functions include
T~ll I• fte&r lttltr qo;allty ldDUblt 1trlktl Eltft t t xt
select/deselect paper end sensor, pri nt
head backspacing , moving to next tab
AllfOEZMllKrl!ltlllDT1PJ:TT9Xtn ..~e ·~~••i:J.µv4olljMtt~••••
stop, advancing paper to next logical top of
I~ YOU HAVE A TITLE TO PRINT YOU nIGHJ AS Wf:LL lJl!1!ERLINE LI
form . select printer on/off-line. empty
printer buffer, define vertical and horizon
tal tabs, unid irectional/bidirectional prin
ting , reset to power-up state, set line spac
ing, set form length, set margins etc.
The CPA80 is not too quiet in use, in
common
with other dot-matrix printers.
f
•
Micro Peripheral's claim a printing speed of
•,,.
100 characters per second , but I would

*•• •
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•

word processor program in your computer.
Two sets of dip switches inside the printer
can also be set to force a range of control
parameters, including an automatic line
feed .
But be warned , if you decide to use the
Dip switches take a magnifying glass.
Unless you know precisely where th ey are,
they are not easily found .
I use the printer mostly for word pro
cessing and the two word processor
programs I have, Tele'Writer and Flex SP
£dit carry all the softwear instructions
needed for the Shinwa CP80.
Finally I'd better mention the printer
ribbon . It comes in a clip-in cartridge which
is easily fitted. The cartridges cost around
five pounds each and in three years and
probably around 700.000 words, I have
used seven.
'The Shinwa CP80 has since been
superceeded by the Shinwa CPBOA wh ich
is basically the same machine, but with a
100cps rate.
Vince Gledhill
List price £199.

... •
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100 characters per second, but I would
estimate it to be nearer 80. This printer will
accept either single sheet or tractor feed
oonlinuous form stationary. When the paper
is depleted, a warning buzzer sounds for 3
seconds, printing stops, the printer goes off
line to ensure that no text is lost and the
'paper out' light comes on . After re-loading
the paper, printing may resumed by taking
the printer on-line again .
Inside the unit are two sockets marked
'RAM1' and 'RAM2'. These may be filled with
2 x 2K static RAM chips to provide a 2K or 4K
buffer. At under two pounds each , these are
a worthwhile investment, and are a necessi
ty if you plan to down-load an alternative
character set (if you can devise one the
printer doesn't already have).
The ribbon used is a nylon backed
multistrike carbon , cartridge type. They cost
about £5 and are readily available. since the
Commodore MPS 802 uses them . They also
last a long time - I have had my printer for
one and a half years and I'm on only my se
cond ribbon! In this time I have experienced
no problems at all, using either the standard
Dragon machine, Flex , OS-9, or even a BBC
Master (spit!). I would even dare to say that
the CPABO is built even better than an
Epson.
In summary, this is my best and most
reliable peripheral. I wonder how I ever
managed without it.

S.J.Taylor
Look for price around £230 or less.

THE Tandy Corporation sells a variety of
computer equipment and as one of its com
puters is very similar to the Dragon , some
of this equipment is of interest to Dragon
owners. I bought from Tandy a CGP 115
Plotter some 18 months ago and I have
been very pleased with it.
At the time I was hoping to buy a text
printer, but the only ones available in my
town were cheap and nasty or were much
too expensive for hobby purposes.
Although the CGP 115 is primarily a plot
ter. it can print text qu ite nicely and it was
reasonably priced. I had some doubts initial
ly, but the shop manager told me that Tandy
allows a 30 day trial of its computer equip
ment. So I took it home to see iflliked it. Long
before the end ot the period , I decided that
it would fulfill my requ irements.
The list price is now £79.95, but most of
the time the mach ine is on 'offer' at £49.95
and this is what I paid . However, I also had
to buy a ribbon cable at£19.95(!) to connect
it to the parallel port of my Dragon 64.
Although I haven 't tried it , it ought to be
possible to connect to the serial port since
the printer can work with one. The printer
works with the built-in driver ot my Dragon
and with the normal 'PRINT-SYS' of FLEX .
There were no installation problems. Four
DIP switches have to be set , but this is ex
plained clearly in the manual. There has
never been any need for maintenance. If I
had to buy a printer tomorrow, I would
either buy the same again , or else adopt a
quite different approach . namely to buy the
PC conversion disc from Compusense so
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that I could do my printing in the office
where I have access to high quality
printers.
Now it is time to put my views into
perspective. In this world , you have to be
very lucky to get value for money. It is
unrealistic to expect a £50 pound machine
to be in the same class as a machine

costing several times more. So what's the
catch? Each to his own opinion say I. The
principal points to note are:
(a) TheCGP 1i5 prints on paper from a4.5
inch wide roll - too bad if you must have A4.
The text format is either 40 characters per
line at a spacing of Smm between lines, or
80 characters at a spacing of 2mm .

(b) II writes rather than prints with
miniature ball point pens. The pens move
from side to side and the paper jiggles up
and down . The result is that the printing
speed is a mere 12 cps which is much
slower than a dot matrix printer.
(c) The mach ine looks to be a trifle flimsy.
I would not recommend it to anyone who is
accident-prone or to anyone who has to do
a great deal of printing .
The reader has to ju dge for himself
whether these three points are important.
The 40 character line width is very ap
propriate to the Dragon"s natural 32
character screen width . I speculate that it is
appropriate for subm ission to journals,
because editors always ask for wide
margins. 40 characters down the middle of
the page (by careful photocopying) may be
quite su itable. (Printers of this type can give
problems it the ink feed, describedbe/aw, is
poor or the ink faint because the result is a
faint text which is difficult fo photocopy or to
print from . This is especially a problem with
listings. but if the printer is maintained and
set up properly the problem doesn't arise 
fd.)A feature to bear in mind though is that
the printed line is very fine (as befits a plot
ter with a claimed resolution of 0.2mm) , too
fine for normal printing purposes. Of the
four colours. blue gives the most legible
print and red gives the best contrast for
photocopying.
Because the mach ine is really a plotter it
has capabilities that are not usually found
on printers . I have not used them in anger
bul , for the purposes of this review, I have
tried all the features and I have a small
demonstration program based on a longer
one in the manual.
Other features to note are :
(a) In the graphics mode. one can control
the print size from 80 per 4.5in to 1 per 4.5in.
(b) Printing can be from left to right or top
to bottom or vice versa if requi red (eg for
the axes of graphs).
(c) Underl ining and superscripts can be
printed .
(d) There are commands to draw a line or
move the print head relative to a fixed starl
point, or relative to its present position . The
'line type' can be either full or four degrees
of dotted. The colour can be changed by
the program . A rather nice command
draws the axes for graphs, marking the
chosen intervals automatically.
The manual is welt written. There are
some typing and spell ing mistakes but I on·
lyfound one minor programm ing error, and
to be fa i·r it may weU be correct with Tandy 's
own machine; I mention it only to save a
potential Dragon owner from wasting time.
II one swaps from 'text ' to 'graphics' mode,
it is necessary to have a pause built into the
program immediately before the change.
The program in the manual does not give a
long enough pause.
To summarise, the CGP 115 is good
value for money at the sate price of £49.95
and merits cons1ideratio n by anyone who
has a modest need for a printer and who is
prepared to accept its relative slowness
and narrow paper width .
J.B.Slinger
Look for list price £79.95, offer price
£49.95

Tandy DMP 105

FOLLOWING many months of searching
for a printer to enhance my Dragon, I
visited Tandy in Plymouth to look at the
printers they had on sale .
I explained to the sales staff what I
wanted and they directed me to their com
puter department. The many printers on
display were all connected up to com
puters and the sales staff listened to what I
wanted , wh ich was "A printer to print out
programs and make readable, neat docu
ment drafts ".
The sales staff showed me the per
formance of about ten printers. The printer
that I chose was the Tandy DMP 105. The
printer is neat , medium sized and very
competitively priced at £120. (Since I
bought mine the price has been reduced to
just £99.95).
The DMP105 has a 10 character per inch
print speed of 80 characters per second ,
bi-d irectional print , normal , condensed ,
and compressed characters; graphic
character mode.
The DMP105 operates in two modes:
character printing for output of program
listings, report writing, or the creation of
any text documentation, and a graphics
mode for drawing pictures, figures or
graphs.
In the character mode the printer prints
monospaced 7x9 dot matrix characters. In
the graphics mode you can use graphic
data to produce any type of graphic con 
figuration you desire.
The printer can use two types of paper,
single sheet of any width from 4in to 9.5in,
and computer fanfold forms w.ith edge guide
holes. The printer is capable of producing
one top copy plus one carbon copy.
The printer is connected to the Dragon
via a ri bbon cable from the printer 110 port ,
and has its own power supply lead .
Included in the price is the tractor feeder
and a small cover that fits to the printer
when the feeder is not being used. A paper
separator is used with fanfold paper to
prevent the fanfold paper from becom~ng a
tangled mess at the rear of the printer.
Connecting the DMP105 to the Dragon
is simplicity itself. Once plugged into the
mains and.the ribbon cable connected , the
paper is loaded , the power switch turned
on and the printer is ready to be used.
On powering up the printer the pri nt
head moves from one side of the carriage
to the other and then back aga in. If during
this ti me the ON LINEJOFF LINE button is
pressed the printer goes into self test mode
and prints out the full CHA$ set of all 96
characters available.
The printer has two prinl funct ion
switches (DIP). These are set for parallel or
serial connection . Their function is well
explained in the manual.
The manual is a very well produced 59
page volume in A4 fo rmat. It is extremely
well written and easy to understand even
by the computer illiterate (such as me).
Printer modes which are software con·
trolled are: executive line feed ; carriage
return ; start underline; stop underline;
select graphics; start elongation ; end
elongation ; position print head ; select

standard character; select condensed
character; set carriage return ; set carriage
return and line feed ; select elite; set half
forward line feed : start bold ; end bold : set
full forwa,rd line feed; select bi-directional
printing: select uni-directdonal printing ;
n/72in forward line feed; set n/72in forward
line teed; repeat print data.
The DMP-105 is designed for two
dislinct applications. character printing
and graphic printing.
The printer responds to software codes
from the computer in two different ways 
one for each appl ication . The two
response patterns. or modes, have many
similarities but each has its own unique
features.
The character printing mode is used for
printing characters. In this mode. line feed
commands do not cause immediate
printing. Instead. they are stored in the
printer 's memory along with other data.
When th e current line is printed , the line
feed commands stored in the memory
determines the pitch of the paper feed .
Before describing the various print
modes avai·lable on the DMP105 it may be
worth explaining how the computer
interacts with the printer.
All informati on is passed to the printer as
ASCII code. The full list of codes can be
found in computer books. Most numbers.
are printed as let1ers symbols or numbers.
However, the number0-31 . as well as some
sequences of numbers are used to control
the printer functions. These are known as
control codes, some times referred to as
Escape codes. These codes allow you
among other things to change the font
setting , under line, andselect special line
feed control.
Graphics mode is very different, as you
have complete control over the matrix of
dots and also the position of the printer
head. The pattern of the matrix is passed to
the printer as numerical data numbers
from 128 to 255. Th is al lows the printing out
of high-res graphics such as charts, letter
heads etc.
The DMP-105 is a dot-addressable
printer. Therefore. (so the manual tells us)
line length is not determined by the
numberof characters, but by the number of
dots per line. By counting the dot columns,
a combination or different font styles, in
clud ing standard and elongated, can be
printed on each line. The number of ad
dressable dots-per-l ine in the Character
Printing mode is Normal 960, Compressed
1152 and Condensed 1600
If the length of text the printer receives
exceeds the limit of dots per line, a linefeed
is automatically inserted and the last
character is printed from the start of the
next ,line (this is known as wrap -around).
.I do not use the serial interface on my set
up, but for those who would tike to know
about it I am including it for their benefit.
Transmission rate is selected by the two
dip switches. The general specification of
the serial interface is:
Standard: meet with RS-232C serial; baud
rate : 600 or 2400 BPS serial ; parity: non
parity ; buffer: up to 134 characters; data
bit: 8 start bit: 1 space bit ; stop bit: 1 or 2
mark bits ; signal cable : 15 meters max .
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Interface connector: type: 4-pin DIN socket
model : TCS 4640-01a or equivalent;
manufacturer: Hoshiden Co. Ltd.
In summary then I feet the Tandy
DMP-105 is extremely good value for
money. The quality of the printed work is
very pleasing and would put many printers
at almost twice the price to shame. The
performance of the printer seems limited

JUMPING

only by the imagination of the operator.
The DMP105 is Manufactured for Tandy
in Japan. Thecatalogue numberis26-1276.
It is worth noting thatthe ribbon cable is not
supplied with the printer. (This is something
I can't understand, it is like buying a bicycle
without a chain). But don't worry too much ,
I was quoted a price anything from £20DOto
£5.94, so my advice is to shop around. Tandy
do sell the lead.

THROUGH

I have no reservation in recommending
this printer to anyone and in fact following
visits to my home three of my work col
legues have bought the DMP105. I hope
that this article is of some help for those
unable to go from shop to shop and badger
the sales staff into explaining the printers
on sale.
Ian Martin
Look for price £99.95 or a ltttle over.

HOOP S

THIS SECl l ON ILLUSTRATES WHAl' THE DMP 105 CAN D >WI TH A LI TTLE HELP
FROM PROGRAM SOFTWARE
NOR MA L: -

COMPRESSED :C~DEta:D:-

BOLD

I HE QU I CK BR OWN FO X JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOGS
THE QUICK BR<1WN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOGS

Tft: QUICK BROW4 FOX JUl1PED OYER

ll£

LAZY 0065

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER TtE LAZY DOGS

THE LISTED PROGRAMM SHt1WS H "IW ESC AP CODES MA Y BE:. USED
11.ll PRINHt- 2 ,CHR$ (2 '1' > ; CHH!l>(14 ) ;"
JUMPlf\lb H ·HH.1U GH H tj(,lp~;"
2 0 PRINl # -2 , CHR$(13)
3121 PRINT#-2 , CHR$<:27> i CHR$U :J> ; "
THlb b~ <.:TlO N l L LU !::itRA l cS WH Ai
105 CAN DO WI TH A LI TT LE HELP
F HOM PROGRAM SOF 'fWAREM
40 PRINT#- 2 , CHR$ ( 13)
5 0 BS="
60 A$ ="THE QUICK BROWN FIJX JUMPE.IJ uvt:R l'Hlt:. LA L'r J.)(l(j!;j"
70 N$="NORMAL: •: co $ ~·co MPRESSED: ": CNS= " CONUENSE D: 
80 PRINT*-2 ,B$+N$+A$
9 0 PRINT#-2 ,CHR$ ( 13 )
100 PR I NT#-2 , CHR$C 27 1; C HR$( 2~ >;B$+CO$ +A$:
110 PRINT#-2 , CHR$(1 3>
12 0 PRIN T#- 2 , CHR$ 127> ; HR$t 2 0); B$+B$+CN$+A$
130 PRINT#-2 , CH R$C 27> ; CH R$(19 >
140 PRINT#-2 , CHR$(13>
150 PRINT#-2,CHRS<27>;CHR$<3l>B$+"BOLD
" +A$
151 PRINT#-2 , CHR$( lJ) :PRINT# - 2 , CH R$ (27> ; CHR$ t3:.:..>

IHL DI~'

10 'T HI S IS A SHORT PROGRAMM TU lLLUSl' RATE THE SGR~EN ~RAP H IC DUMP
20 • IT IS NOT THE MOST ELEGENT SOLUJION ·ro THE PROBLEM BUT IT DOES W(IRI\ .
100 PMODE 3,l:SCREEN 1,~: PCLS 1
110 FOR R~10 T0 90
1 2 0 FOR S=0 TO 1 STEP 0. 2
1J0 FOR C=2 TO 4 STEP 2
140 CIRCLE (128 ,96),R, c ,1,s+ C/4 ,S+ C/ 4+0.1
150 NEXT C
160 NEXT S
170 NEXT R
1 80 SOUND 12 , 1111
190 A•=INKEYS:I F A$=upu THEN2 10 ELSE 190
200 X=0:V=121
2 10 FOR Y=0 TO 191 STE P7
220 FOR X=0 TO 2 55
230 A=ABS<PPOINT<X,Y> - l>*1+ABS<PPuIN T( X, Y+1) - 1 ) * 2+AB S<PPOI N . <X,Y+2)-1)*4+ABS<PPO
INT(X,Y+J)-l)•8+ABS<PPOINT(X 1 Y+4) - 1)*16+ABS<PPOINT <X,Y+S> - l>*J 2+ABS <PPOI NT <X,Y+6
)-1)*64
240 IF A> 127 THEN A =0
280 NEXT X
250 N=A+l2B
2 90 PRINT#-2, CHR$(13>;
260 PRINT•-2 , CHR$(18>;
300 NEXTY
270 PRINT•-2 ,CHRS<N>;
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Expert's Arcade Arena
GOOD AFTE RNOON , or morn ing , or
whalever time it is that you 're reading this.
If you cou ld an raise your glasses please,
the toast is Joe Brincat who has managed
to map out the whole of Total Eclipse
Universe One. The task of fi nis hing
universe one is certainly mammoch, th e
task of mapping the universe is even more
mammoth , and the task of presenting it
neatly and clearly is pure Joe Brincat.
(lNe've printed it as large as we can , but you
may have to use your intuitions with some of
the names - Ed.) Good luck with Unive rs e

Two, Joe.
Now then. a lesson for you all about the
way 10 address me within your corres
pondance. The example for you comes
from M. Hall. He starts '' Your Hig hness " 
This is a good start - " I am hav ing some
problems understa nding how to use some
ol the POKES you have most graciously
supplied in you noble column . I have had
complete succ ess with the likes of Shock
Ti"ooper. but Tube Way Army is a mystery to
me. Whal use ~s th e RESET Poke, when
you give a ' LIVES ' address what should be
Poked to it? Can you furn ish me with details
on how to cheat more efficiently?
" I offer humble thanks tor you r valuable
time and think that the column is the best
thing since the Pan -Galactic Gargle
Blaster."
Now then, th is is how to write a letter.
Well done, M., by the way, who stole th e
rest of your fi rst name? The answers to you r
questions are that a RESET Poke stops the
machine from cold starti ng when you pu sh

Write to ' The Expert ' at Dragon User

12-1J~ittleNewportst.L?ndonw~2H7PP.
with all your arcade tips and hints.

the button on th e sid e of th e machine. Th e
LIVES address should be poked with th e
numbe r within set lim its, wh ich , if un
specified , are 0-255.
Now th en, to come back to Joe's map
printed in on the centre pages , lhe fol low
ing points should be kept in mind when
using it.
1) The map shows version 1.3. Other
versions may be dilferent.
2) There is no hypergate down from gal axy
9 to 8, so collect as many credits as pos
sible before going over to galaxy 9.
3) If you try to go th rough the Black Hole in
gala)(y 11 you must have obtained a shard ,
otherwise you will disintegrate.
Now then . to Shao/in Master. And also to a
name that has been never befo re seen
in this column . Yes. this is a name
·p·R·E·MTE'R'E', come on down R. A.
C rofts (hmm . another one who's had his
first name pinched , maybe there's a case
here for the ·great detective Sh erlock Ex·
pert ), who provides a way to beat the com 
pu ter opponent every time on Shao /in
Master Plus .. it runs thus ...
BOUTS 1 & 2: As soon as you have been
given the instruction to tight put the joystick
in the top left position to do a forwa rd
somersault to meet the compu ter oppo
nent in th e middle of the screen . Keeping
th e joystick where it is, p ress th e fi re bu t·
ton . Your man should now do a high back
kic k to fall your computer opponent. You
should get 400 points for th is every time

you do it on boul one and 800 on bout two.
BOUT 3: On the word fight p1,.1t the
joystick in the top left position . During the
second forward somersault put the joyst ick
in the middle right position . Your opponent
should then bac k some rsau lt to land in
front of you . Whe n he lands press the fi re
button, this shou ld give you 400 points.
BOUT 4: Put the joystick in the bottom
left posit ion and hold . When the computer
opponent somersau lts toward you put the
1oystick in the top right position . Every time
lhe computer opponent lands, press the
lire button (th is one will take a lot of time
and practice to pr.erfect!).
B OUT 5: Repeat method for bout 3, but
put the joystick in the top position and hold
down the fi re button . Th is should clrop kick
the opponent for 1000 points.
Right , that's th at. now then how about
some more game soluti ons from you? By
the way, what do you thi nk of Philip Stall 's
Eddie Steady Go Map, p retty good eh?
Here's a nice little routine from Paul
Bergi n for Incentive's Moon Cresta . Load it
up using SKIPF : POKE 126,6 : POKE 127,0
: EXEC 46941 . 204 , 1, 2. 142, 96, 68, 237.
129, 231 , 32 , 6. Finally start th e program
w ith EXEC 92116. This shou ld make your
small ship invulnerable.
That's it for th is month bu l nex t month
sees the pu lication of edited highlights of
Paul Burgin 's Hacking sheets for which I
send him my th anks and , yes. my admir
ation . and if that isn't a world first noth ing
is.
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An Epson, not an Epson
B. Yeoman Walker on printer codes, with a program to print out Star DP510 type styles
THE trouble with this article is that it falls
between two stools. It was prompted in the
first place by the ever-helpful Pam D'Arcy's
article in the February 1987 Dragon User.
She made three major points: (1) Epson
control codes have long been the 'stan
dard' for the dot-matrix printer industry. (2)
The control codes involving several
CHA$(X) statements for each , are ex
tremely tedious to use, particularly when
several different codes have to be sent
before printing can commence, or to alter
something during printing. She offered a
neat method of converting codes to string
variables resulting in considerable
simplification in the control of the printer.
(3) Tied in with the latter she offered a pro
gram for printing cassette labels which
would greatly ease the labour involved.
Taking these three points in turn : (1)
Unfortunately she did not mention which
model Epson she was using, and the one of
which I am aware has codes which are
noticeably different from the codes she
gives. So there must be at least two Epson
'standards '. Now it so happens that I don 't
have an Epson, but I do have a manual for
the EpsonMX80Type Ill ; MXSOF/T Type Ill ,
which shows in particular that there are no
ESC ; " !";x codes , and so Pam D'Arcy's
program would not work as it stands with
one of these machines. (2) Her point about
the tedious nature of the ESC codes
touched a sensitive nerve, as they are SO
tedious that I had never investigated more
than a few on my Star DP510. So here was
the opportunity to do something about it.
(3) Though labelfing was not of immed iate
interest. I had long fell the need for a
program that wou ld print comparable
examplesofthesamefewwords in ALL the
type styles available, to assist in deciding
which particular style is best suited to, say,
the headline on a form or the title for an
article. The program wou ld have to be
str uctured somewhat differently from Pam
D'Arcy 's label printer.
I came to own the Epson manual in
interesting circumstances. The manual
that came wi th my Star DP510 Printer un
fortunately gives the codes only in thei r
ESC form eg ESC W 1 (for en larged mode),
but no indication of how to achieve them ,
and for several weeks I was virtually stuck.
During a conversation with a friend , who
has not got a Dragon but who has got an
Epson printer, he kindly produced his
Epson manual which showed exactly how
the codes are put in. Most ofthecodes (but
not all) were identical to those of my Star,
and as the manual was tending lo fa ll apart
from the binding he graciously agree d to
buy a new one and sell me the old.
I learned from this Epson manual , for
example, that the above code was typed in
as CHA$(27);CHR$(87);CHR$(1 ). Note
that the first two sets of brackets contain
the ASCII equivalent of ESC and W
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PRINTER CONTROL CODES

Figure 1

FOR S TAR MODEL DPSIO
<Fer Ep s on Model s MX 80 Typ~ I II • MX8 0F/Type!II see
Fc:iot not tl! l
ESC VERS ION

DE CIMAL VERSION

MAIN PRI NT CODES
ESC F' 1
ESC:

1-~

2

E5C F' "":E SC

w

ESC w 0
f:'.!:iC 4
ESC C"
ESC
ESC

-

E!:iC

s

ESC

C'

"'

Nor mal

~P i. ca

E ~O

c:o ls /l i nel

( 96 colm/ l i ne)
Co nd e n s ed C1 32c:o l s/ J. in e>
Er1l .rg e d On
E li t e

Off
I t allc!E On

80 2

BO 3
87
87 0

i n !l! On
Off

2 7 53
'27 45 1
27 45 0

Supersc r i pt On
Subscrip t On
Supe r / Sub/Script OH
I nit ialLse F'r inter

2 7 83 1
27 84
27 6 4

Llt~der l

ESC T
ESC @

:?.7
27
27
27

27 52

OH
0
0
1

2 7 BO

27 133 0

F· . l NT MOD I FYING CODES

e:mph ai;, u: e On

E ~>C

E
E!:;C F

E!:.C

c:.

Dc;u b le S t r i ke

ESC H
ESC 'l 1
E!3C \,' 0

E: '!iC
F~

0
l

EEC I~ '."!
ESC F' -·
E!:lC f:• 4
ESC F: "'
ESC r.: 6

-

ESC R -,

ESC F: 8
F'f, GE MODIFY I NG

ESC 0
E!:lC
ESC
ESC
ES C
ESC
ESC
ESC

3 n
A n
J n
7 n

nn . n NUL

ESC D n n. n NUL

ESC El
ESC ( )
E SC N
ESC ()
£~!:if:

ESC

ll

c n
c () n

E!:iC: t1 n
ESC CJ n

.....
_,.., 72

27 8 6 1
~"!7

86 0

~;ETS

27 82 c)
27 s:. 1

l

,.,..,

Ge1- man
U. K.

8.2 2

27 E3 2 ::·
... . 82 4
·-'
27 82 ~·

D 1!1f1 i !:>h
Swecl i s h

l t .;;il ia n
Spa n is h
,J a p •. ne.'se

:?.'? 82

Q

27 02 7
:17 1:1:.:: 8

COD ES
Spac:P.

1/Bt h

7 / 7?.
1 /6

~

7 (1

2 7 71

U. S. A.
F r-enc:

L i m!

1

B

.-.

Dn

Off
ZP.r o with s;.l ash
_ero l"i t h OLl t s l•as h

I NTERNATIONAL CHAR ACTER
E ~ C:

27 6'.>

OH

"

27 4 B
2"7

4 '~

27 50
n/1 44 "
27 5 1 l'l
n /7~
:.7 65 n
n / 144 " On ll! l ine o n ly 2 7 74 n
2 7 55 n
H ead ~r Line <s et to n .ma x 16)
'27 6 6 n n-n
Vertic a l Tab Set
NUL
? 7 68 nn. n
Her i z cm ta l Ta b 5 e t
NUL
Paper Du t ,disre gar d
2
56
27 ~7
" , l'"P- S P.t
er-for a _i o n s~ : ;ip On
27 49 n
Off
27 50
Ft:ir m L~:mgth (n I ines . 1 -1 27>
'2.l 67 n
P a g(~ Le n g t h
<n )
27 6 7 On
left. M,11,..g  ,, <n co 1 ~; . m et.:~ 127)
'27 77 n
Fhg ht M;"rgi n ~ n c:c.l s . ma >: 127 /L>
27 3€ 1 n

.

respectively, but the th ird brackets contain
the ACTUAL number 1 and NOT its ASCII
equ ivalent. An alternative form is to
replace the middle term CHR$(87) with
"W", but th is cannot be done with the first
and third terms.
You will notice that the ; in the Listing has
been replaced by + . Th is is because of the
use of string variables. wh ich will only
accept a + . I forgot this until after I had
typed in the whole program , and on trying
AUN got the dreaded SN ERROR; so had
to edit the change to + for every one.
My initial reaction to Pam D'Arcy's article
was merely to produce a corrected chart
and program showing the codes for the
Star DP510 and modifications for the Ep
son MXBOllll s. But as I progressed , the
need to examine all the type styles
available became more urgent, so I decid
ed on a new program to achieve it.
Figure 1 givesallthecodes for the STAR
DP510 taken from the Manual and arrang
ed in an order most su ited to my purpose. A
footnote shows where those of the Epson
differ.
Figure 2 is a list of the Test Print options
(TP$(N)) used for my program. It has been
kept separate from the Listing to avoid
clutter (and to save memory) . As far as
possible I have used the same symbols for
the strings variables as Pam D'Arcy's for
interchangeability, but there are one or two
differences. This list is incomplete since I
am not currently interested in general
printing and for brevity I have omitted all
the line feed codes etc., but of course it can
easily be expanded by anyone having the
need .
In the List ing, the Base Program is con
tained in lines up to 340; lines 1000-1510
set up the Test Print options available; and
lines 1600-1620 contain the FOR NEXT
loop that prints the options.
The words to be printed are ed ited in •
between the quotes in line 1610 in place of
YOUR printing TEST. The string variable
IP$ at the end of this line resets the printer
back to the original default mode after
each printed line. This is very economical.
since it saves having to use 'cancel' or 'off'
codes in many lines.
Line 35dimensions TP$ to the number 50
used , if you increase or decrease the
number of options then DIM should be
adjusted accordingly, since the DRAGON
only accepts 10 in default. Pam D'Arcy
mentions a 'proportional' facility. but this
does not appear to be available in either the
Star or Epson models under discussion .
So, if you have either of the types of
Epson printers (manufactured by Shinshu
Seiki Co. Ltd) or the Star DP510, you could
adapt any of them to either of these two
programs with a little judicious 'SEIKl 
atric' massaging (ouch - sorry Madame
Editor) (You want a job as a headline writer.
eh?) of a few codes.
Those of you who, like me, have pur
chased small amounts of software from
Pam D'Arcy at Pamcomms ltd.. will know
from experience how fair and helpful she
is. If you haven 't then you will just have to
take my word for it.
By the way, ii you use a Star DP6480 
the codes are NOT all the same ...

Figure 1 continued
MI SC ELL ANEl11J S

ESC

u

Print Un i directional On

ESC u

(I

ESC

0

v

27 85

Off

'.27 85 0

BEL <B u :::.: e r > Off
Res t ore
8th Bit = " 1 "

£SC y 1
E ~,c

ESC
ESC f;

27 89 0
27 89 l
2 7 62
::'.7 48

8 t h 81 t. =="0 "

" re store to orig . fo r m

ESC

n '.2
n'.2

I'. nl
ESC L n l

Cal . Sci.'ln Bit

27 35

i magi: mo<:l e

MI !:>CEU..l"INEOU!:l NCIN - E!3C CODES
NUL

Ends Ta b s ,

C F:

...,.

C a r T i ac_;ie F:e t,; 1.1 r n

LF

LinH Fee d

FF
HT

F o r·m Feecl

SD

Sh if t

Ou t ! Enl a rg e d Ty p e >
Ca nc e l

Shi ft

In<Co nd ensed Tv pel

Vert

Sl

f ol l o ws so me E:. S C
' " Ef\ITE.f;:")

11

12
9
14
12
20
15
18

Tab

D C~

De l ete
E«-i c I ~) p ace

DE L

B",,

BEL

oc:
( " DC"

127
8
7
17
19

Be.l l <Buz:n'1r l

DC l
~

0

13
10

Ta b

H a r1= cm t.;~l

CR
DC4

~

F'r i n t er on l in e
of f li ne
"Device Contro l " )

F DIJTNDTf!.

Co de e f or EPSON F'r1nte r s Models MX89 Typ e I II a n d
MX13( •F .'T T'.' PU'

with t h e

I I l

,'flppear-

to Ile !;;i mi l ar- to t.he abov e

f cl lcwlng e Ncept icns :

LI ST OF TEST-PRINT OPTIONS

TP$ ( 1 >

Figure 2

::: Normal <Pi c:a)

TP$(2)

=

TF'$ < 3>
TP$C4>
TP!~ <5>
TPSC6>

= Condensed
Enlarged
= Normal,Italic:s
,Emphasised
=
"
,Double Strike
11
,Emphasised,Double Strike
=
= Elite,Empha$ised
11
=
, Double
Strike
::
" ,Emphasised,Double Strike
11
, Italics
=
= Condensed,Emphasised
11
:::=
,Double Stri k e
11
,Emphasised,Double Strike
=
"
,Italic:!>
= Enlarged<Normal>,Emphasised
11
=
"
, Double
~3tri ke
11
·"
,Emphasised,DoL1ble
Strike
,Italics
"
=
-- Elite, Enlarged
11
:::=
"
,Emphasised
11
11
, DoL
1bl e Stri ke
==

TF'$ C7

>.

TPS (8)
TF'$C9>
TPS ( 10>
TF'$ ( 11 >
TP$C12>
TF'$ < 13>
TPS <14>

TP$C15)
TPSC16>

TP$Cl7)
TP$ ( 18>
TP !~(19>

TP$C20>
TF' !li < 21 >

TF'$C22>
TP$(23>

Elite

=

=
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TF'$(24> =
TF''f; ( 2 ~5)

--·

TF'~<26 )

=

TP !I~ < 27)

--

Cl

"

~Emphasised,Double

II

,Italics

Condensed~Enlarged

,

11

TF'!; ( 2 8 ) ==
H '!t; < ::~9) ·-·

--

(31)

TP$ (32)

::;

TF"fi ( :._. ~::)

·-

TF'$ C~;. 4 )

=

TP$ <3 6 )

·-

, Doub I. e Str i

--

T F'$ ( 4 0)
TF' !fi <41 )

::::

TF'$<4 2)

·-

.•.

-

T P !fi ( 4 ~~ )

11

!'

[>t:n.tblf?

~31:r-i

ke

,Emph.~si.sed,Double

11
"

Stri k e

C cnden s ed~Itali c s~Emphasised

"

, Double Str· i. ke
,Ernphas; ime<j , Dc11..tble !:itr:ike

"
11

E nl a rged , Italic:s~Emphasised
11

11

"

IC

,Dciubl•?. Bt.rrike
,Empha.si.sed,Dol.1bl.e Stri.ke

E lite,Enlarged,Itali c s~Emphasised
IC

"

·-

TF'$(46>

StrrikE!

Elite.It~lics,Emphasised

TP$ <44 > ·TP!li ( 4 ~5)

kc~

~Empl-ia !sisJ?.d ~ OCJl.tble

11
"

--

T F' !li c:;:<i')

Str·i ke

,Emphasised,Double Str i ke
~It alic:s

:;:;

T F'!li ( ;) ? )
TF'$ ( ::;.B >

i !S l?d

N c rma l ~ I tal ic s,Emphamised

.•.

T F'!!i ( :~ 5 )

E~mpha!s

~Double

"

Cl

TF'<S {30\ ·lT ~t;

Strike

"

,Dol.1bl.e

~3tr·ike

, Empha!:>i !5etl ~ Dc:ilJbl eStr·i ke

"

Co ndensed , Enlarged,Italics,Emphasised
u
!' DcJ1...tblf?
Str :i ke
TF'$<48> =
,Emphasised,Double
Strike
"
TF' lli ( 4 •· · ~ ·-· Supt:~t-s c r i pt
Tf'$. <~jO) -- S ubs c ript
==

--

TF''fi ( 4 7)

5 'Li!sti. ng
10 'BASE PROGRAM FOR STAR DP510 PRINTER
15 'B. YEOMAN WALKER 1987
20 'WITH ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS IN PART TO PAM D'ARCY
25

F'Cl_EA~:

1

30 CLEAR6000
:!.5 DIM

40

TF·~~(5<))

MISC VALUES

50 AAf,:::CHR$ (1)

60 AB$=CHR$<0>
7 0 AES = CHRSC27 J 'ESCape Charac ter
8 0 NN$ = AE$+ "F'"+AA$ 'Norm~l. <Pi c:<~)
'?O LN•fi:::AE•fi+"F=' +CHR$(2) ' El i te
11

CN$ = 1~E$+"P"+CHR$ <3>
' Cond€m~;.e·d
110 E: N$==AE~$+"W"+AA$ 'Enl1::11-ged On
l :.O XN$:::AE$+"l>J 11 +AB$ • Enl an;wd Off

100

1'.!:o CJH•::=AE$+ "4" , Itdllic:s On
140 XU -=AE$+ 11 5" ' Italisc: Off
150 OY!f;::: AE$+"!3"+AB!f' 'Supermc r :ipt. On
16 0 OZ$:::: AE$+"S"+AA$ ' Subsc:ri.pt ON
170 X Z •t; ::: AE~ <f> +"T"
' Super /Sl.tb/Sc ,...·1 pt (]f-f
18 0 OU$ =~\E'f-i·"-"+AA$ 'Under·li.ne On
190 X lJ ~6=AEt.+" ·-"+AB$ 'Undi:!rl :in e Of-f

200

Nf~ $=AE$+

2 10
22 0

XE!fi==AE:$+"F"

~~ ~~; (1

D D$ :::?~ES+

"E" 'Emphasised On
11

C3"

' Emph<:• mised Off
' Double Strik£.., On
' Doub l !?
Str i kl"' !Hf

24 0

XDf,=AE'f.+" H 11
IF,,= AE$+" @11

26 0

ZU$ == ?,Ei-+" F'. "+AB$

'In i. tiali~;e Fr- i nter·
2 50 " Int e rn a ti o nal Char . Sets

'U.S.Pi.

'.270 ZF'6==AE$+"1-;;"+AA!li 'Fremch
2Bc

ZG$==AES+"f~ "+CHR$

<2>
ZE$==AE$+ R" +CHF: !fi ( :::; )
3 00 :. D$:::AE$+ F +·CHR$ ( 4)
'.2t,"l(l

II

IC
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II

'German

' Engli s ;h
"Dani s h

continued on page 26

Moving programs
Mike Hides moves machine code without taking a peek
HAVING a disc drive is great, no more long
waits and the dreaded 1/0 ERROR is now a
thing of the past. But I often have need to
move programs from one disc to another.
This is easy with Basic programs but with
machine code programs typing in the
PEEKs to find out the START, END and EX
EC addresses soon becomes an
unwelcome chore. This utility resides at the
top of memory and, after loading a BIN file,
will display the necessary address details
by entering EXEC32600. Using an
assembler the program can be placed
anywhere in memory. Listing one shows
the program as entered using the
ALLDREAM assembler. Li sting two allows
you to POKE the information directly into
memory.

How t he program works
After a mach ine code program is loaded
from a disc, the Start address is stored in
memory at locations652and 653 (hex), the
program Length at 654 and 655 and Exec
address at 656 and 657.
By PEEKing each pair of memory loca
tions and doing a little arithmetic, the ad
dresses can be arrived at
For example PRINT PEEK(&H652)'256
+ PEEK(&H653) will produce the START
address. The lower address of each pa ir
stores the hi-byte and the higher address
the lo-byte. The program uses the Y register
to store these memory locations (line 40)
and is incremented by one in li ne 310 aftst
each is accessed.
Line so uses a ROM routine to clear the
screen after which lines 60 and 70 position
the cursor on the text screen by loading the
value into the X register and storing it at
memory locations 88 and 89 (hex) . Th is

value can be anywhere between 1024 and
1535. This is repeated throughout the pro
gram to control the position of output on the
text screen . The program then jumps to the
subroutine LOOP (tine 240) which starts by
printing the line of text on the screen . Th is
uses a useful ROM routine located at 90E5
(hex) which prints from the address one
after that in the X register until a zero byte is
found. The program is then sent lwice to the

Example
If memory location 652 (hex) ho lds
10100001 and location 653 (hex) holds
11000100 then these can be combined as
follows :

10100001 is A1 {1010 - A and 0001 - 1)
11000100 is C4 (1100 = C and 0100 - 4)
This gives the Start Address of &HA1C4.
To achieve th is the binary number has
to be split into two halves and each half
converted into hexadecimal. Line 320
saves the value of the A register while the
first part of this task is completed . The
LSRA mnemonic means Logical Shift
Right so if register A contained 10100001
(161 decimal) this would change in four
steps as follows:
10100001
LSRA 01010000
LSRA 00101000
LSRA 00010100
LSRA 00001010 the value is now 10
decimal or A hexadec;mal. This is now
sent to the DIGOUT subroutine which
prints the character 'A' on the screen . Line

Listin g 1

BITOUT subroutine before returning for a
new line of text .
To obtain the value of the start address
use is made of the fact that 8 bit binary
numbers can easily be split into 2 digit hex
adecimal numbers.
In writing this utility the book by Smeed
and Sommerville, Inside the Dragon has
been invaluable. It is an excellent source of
ideas and usefu l subroutines.

380 restores the value in register A to 161
decimal which is sent to the DIGOUT
routine. This routine first performs a
log ical AND (line 420) with the value in
register A which has the effect of masking
off bits 4 to 7, ie. if register A contained
10100001 :
10100001
0000111 1
the result of ANDA $F is 00000001 (1
decimal)
This is sent to the DIGOUT routine which
prints the character '1' on the screen .
Thus the screen now gives the info r·
mation:
START &HA1
The memory location 653 (hex) is examin
ed and the appropriate characters printed
on the screen . Using the values previous
ly mentioned the screen now displays:
START &H7F58
LENGTH &H007C
EXEC &H7F58
Finally lines 180 and 190 set the position
of the cursor to a convenient place and
line 200 returns the control to Basic.

100

LDX

#POS+64

10

ORG

32600

110

STX

$88

20

PUT

$4E21

120

LDX

#LINE2-1

EQU

1057

130

JSR

LOOP

40

LOY

#$652

140

LOX

l+POS+128

50

JBR

$HA77

150

STX

$88

60

LOX

#POS

160

LOX

lfLINE3 - 1

70

STX

$88

170

JSH

LOOP

80

LOX

#LINE- 1

180

LOX

l+POS+192

90

JSR

LOOP

190

S1'X

$88

30

POS
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200

Usting 2- BASIC loader program

RTS

210

LlNEl

FCC

/S'fART

2.20

LINE2

FCC

/LENGTH &H/,0

230

LINEJ

&H/, 0

/l!:XEC

&H/,0

JSR

S90E5

LOX

#1

JSR

SI TOUT

270

LEAX

l,X

280

C.HPX

13

290

BNE

TWICE

300

RTS

240

LOOP

250
260

'l'W I CE

, 'i+

320

PSHS

A

330

LSRA

340

LSRA

350

LSRA

360

LSRA

370

BSR

DlGOU'l'

380

LOA

o,s

390

BSR

DI GOUT

400

PULS

A,PC

410

RTS

BITOU'I'

440

BLS

CHO UT

ADDA

17

ADDA

1'0

470

JSR

$854A

480

RTS
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50 NEXT N

60 DATA 10,8E,06,52,8D,BA, 77 ,8E
70 DATA 04,21,9F,88,8E,7F,85,BD

90 DATA 7F,8F,BD,7F,A4,8E,04,A l
100 DATA 9F,88,8E,7F,99,B0,7F,A4

150 DATA 20,26,48,00,BD,90,E5,8E
160 DATA OO,Ol,BD,7F,B5,30,0l,6C
170 DATA 00,03,26,F6,39 1 A6,A0,34
180 DATA 02,44,44,44,44,8D,07,A6
190 DATA E4,8D,03,35,82,39,84,0F

19

CHO UT

40 POKE N,VAL("&H"+A$)

140 DATA 48,00,45,58,45,43,20,20

CHPA

460

30 READ A$

130 DATA 4C,45,4E,47,54,48,20,26

430

4 50

TO 32723

120 DATA 41,52,54,20,20,26,48,00

l$F

DIGOUT

= 32600

110 DATA 8E,04,El,9F,88,39,53,54

ANDA

420

20 FOR N

80 DATA 7F,A4,8E,04,61,9F,88,8E

LOA

310

10 CLEAR 200,32599

200 DATA 81,09,23,02,8B,07,8B,30
210 DATA BD,B5,4A,39

To .s ave SAVE"NAHE",32600,
32723,32600
To initiate the progam
use EXEC32600.

If you've got a technical question write to Brian Cadge.
Please do not send a SAE as Brian c~nnot guarantee to
answer md1v1dual mqumes .

Dragon Answers

M-code
auto run

CoCo
break

I HAVEused your 'auto-run' routine to

I HAVE been using your BREAK key
disable routif'le published inthe March
1986issueot DU in most of my Basic
programs. However. l now wanl to
transfer them to the Ta ndy Coco
machine. I use theCSAVE"PROG ", A
method to transfer the Basic, but
couldyou please give aCoCo version
of the disable rou tine?
Alan Fincher

autorun Basic prog rams on my
Dragon.However. I have anumber of
machif'le code programs. mostly
games used by my young son.which
I wou ld Ii e to COf'lvert to autorun 1f
possible Could you supply an 'idiot's
guide' to the exact proce dure to do
this?
Mr. [Potter
48NewRoad
Chiseldon
Swindon
SN40LU

THE 'quick and dir1y' method of
autorunning machine code pro·
grams is to use the procedure
below:

t Type in POKE 25,6:POKE
1536,0:NEW and press ENTER.
2: Type in the following Basic pro
gram exactly as listed:
10 CLS 3:PRINT @268,"Loadif'lg'';
20 CSAVEM"AUTORUN'~150, 2000,0:
SCREEN0,1:POKE 104,0:

Brisror
CLOADM:EXEC
3: Press PLAT/REC and RUN this
program
4: When 'LOADING' turns orange
press the reset button
5: Load your machine code program
(but don't run ill.
6: Save the program on the tape
immediately after the header just
saved - eg. CSAVEM " GAME",
start. end, entry.
When you want to autorun the game
just CLOADM "AUTORUN".

Hunt the pixel
AT the moment I am writing afour col
our screen dump for the Tandy
CGP-115 printer I have set up aloop
using the A register to hold the
horizontal position (from 0 to 255)
and the Bregister tohold the ve rtical
positiof'I (from Oto191) My problem
is that I need tofin dthe colour of an
individual pixel from 1ts X,Yposition.
P Marlow
50 Lime Avenue
Bentley. Walsall
W Midlands
The routine listed below is based on
the ROM's'PPOINT' function. II will
return the colour of the pixel at the
graphics position
(16 bit in
189/190). 'Y' (16 bit in 1911192} for
the current graphics PMODE. All o,f

·x·

~

' DISABLE

the graphics variables must be set
up correctly (this will be done
automatically if you execute the cor
rect PMODE command before EXEC
ing to your routine).
Two ROM routines are used, the
first adjusts the standard co·
ord1inates in 1891190and191/192 to
actual co ·ordinates for the current
graphics mode (held In 182).These
cond routine calculates the physical
address in RAM of the byte contain
ing the required pixel.The colour of
the pixel is returned -in the 'B'
register and depends upon the cur·
rent colour set. II the routine isto be
used on the Tandy Coco then
substitute 37661 for the first routine,
and 37528 for the second routine
address).

BREAK KEY <IMC INPUT LINES>

- COCO v' ERS I ON

10

CLEAR200 ,32 ~~0

20 FORI•0 TO 55 •READAi •POKE
./RL( '' S.H" +A$ )• NE:><:T
30 DATA 9E , 7F ,3C, 8F,01

32~51+ 1,

1

, 68 ,8~.7 F , !o4,8F,

'01, 98 , 96, ?E, 97, 0 1, GA, 97, 01 , 9A , 29 ..
0D , 6F . 27,01,39,32,G2 i 34 , l4,8D , A11
99,BO , Al , Cl.27,F8,81103.27 , F4 ,7E ,
A 1,99 , 9F , DF13~ . 10, 30 , 04,34 , 10 . 9E,

DF,39

40 EXEC

32~~ 1

Renum
crash
I HAVE asmall programof about 2K.
whrch iswritten inBasic and occupies
lines 1to 67 consecutively.and which
has alargenumber (444+ approx.)
of data lines attached to it, starting at
rine 100, making the total memory us·
ed in excess of 31K. I use POKE
25.6:NEW toen ablethis largeuse of
data. However. when Itnedto REN UM
100.1'00,1 the total program I got a
?RO ERROR
Thisdoes not appear to be listed m
th eBasic manual.and nothingIcould
do would retrieve the program .Could
you please explain what RO ERROR
is and how to avoid it using all the
available memory.
Alastair Burr
156 Folly Lane
St. Albans
Herts

THE reason you cannot find the RO
ERROR in your manual Is that it is
not avalid error. Unfor1unately, ii you
use RENUM on alarge program with
very little free memory ii tends to
crash the computer in a variety of
ways (su:ch as printing a non
existant error message, or clearing
the screen) and inevitably corrupts
the Basic program in memory. This
all happens because RENUM uses
the Basic stack for temporary
storage (this is held al the top of
RAM and grows downwards), it does
not check that there is enough free
memory before starting the
renumbering process!
The only way to get around this
problem is to free more RAM. For ex
ample, delete the first ten lines of
your program, type in RENUM
100,100,1and then type back In the
first ten lines of your program. Alter
natively, get a friend with aDragon
64 to renumber the program for you
in64 mode.

THE BREAK key disable routine uses
a couple of ROM routines and this
is why it does not work on the Coco.
The version listed below is an
amended one which will work with
the Tandy machines.
i!I

RETUkNS COL OUR O P PJXE L AT

• CURREN T X. Y POSI TI ON IN B R£G

PPOI NT

PSKS A, X,Y, U
J SR

4266 7
( 3766 L
JS R
USJ4

tor

COCO I

<P 5 28 for CO<;O)
ANDA • X

LD B

182

ROll.!I
BHS

LABE L 2

I.AB ELi

CMPA 14
BLO l.IJlELl
RORA
RO RA

L.Al!EL.J

BRA LABt;l.2
I CA
l\SLll

t.ABEL4

TFR

A DD A 19]

LS"A
A ,~

P UL 5 A..X. Y , U

Lll8EL1

RTS
'l' STA

BEO

LABEL4

CLJtA
R RA

.....BflL)

ROM

swap
IHAVEaDragon 64 withDragon DOS
and have recently acquiredacopy of
the TaAdyCoCo ROM on disc (ie a64K
binary file) . What I want to know 1s
this: would it bepossibleto load rhe
Coco ROM into the 64 in AAM mode
and heAce fully emulate a Coco 
and how?
lain SaJrer
IT WOULD be quite simple to load
the Tandy ROM Into the Dragon at
address $8000 in RAM mode and
hence emulate aCoco.Howevef, the
main problem is that the keyboard
has adifferent layout on the Dragon
to the Coco and hence you would
need to patch the keyboard routine
to 1a1<e account of this (starling at ad
dress SE290 in the Tandy ROM) .
Ishould point outthatto copy (and
run) the Tandy ROM is almost cer·
lalnly breaking their copyright on
that version of Microsolt Basic.
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Eve ry month . Gordon Lee will
lookatsomeprizeprogramming
points from a previous month ·s compet1t1on

Winners and Losers
HOW MANY prime numbers can you pack
into a 6 x 6 grid? This was the essence of
February 's competition, and one which
certajnly proved a formidable task . Unlike
most of the competitions, there was no
'absolute' solution. the object being to score
the highest number of different prime values
possible. and Judging by the entries receiv·
ed . this was a very hard-run con test , with a
difference of only 7 primes separating the
top three places.
Table 1 gives the scores and grids of the
top six entries received . In the ·grid ' column,
each competitor's grid is listed across in
order. The task itself was not an easy one.
and many readers opted for a method utilis
ing more than one program as an aid 10
assessing the best strategy to adopt in com
piling their final grid_
Basically the task fell into two sections i)
compiling the grid and ii) extracting all com·
ponent values from the grid and testing each
for primality
The first of these raises a number of
interesting points. crearry, as all primes with
more than one digit must end in either 1, 3, 7.
or 9, these digits should predominate in the
grid. However, using these to the exclusion
of the even digits and 5 would be counter
productive as only a small percentage of
possible primes are comprised exclusively
of 1s. 3s, 7s, and 9s. Hence, the judicious use
of lhe other digits must be considered ..As to
how many, and where in the grid they shou ld
be placed, leads to a near impossible
assessment of factors.

Possible grids
Looking at the task from a purely theoretical
point of view, there are 1036 possible grids,
although this number can be divided by 8 if
we eliminate all rotations and reflections of
anygivengrid. Even so, ifwecouldtestthese
grids at the rate of a million per second it
would still take 4,000,0 00,000,000,000.000,
000 years to complete the task! Limiting
ourselves to mainly to ts, 3s, 7s, and 9s
would still take over 18 million years.
On a more practical level, almost all
entrants used the method of 'seeding ' the
grid with digits and then attempting to
improve their score by altering specific
digits in turn. In fact, the highest scoring
grid was based on the May 1984 com
petition grid, which , according to Alan
Towlson of Nottingham wrote to say that he

found the puzzle so challenging that it
diverted him from his open university
studies. In the course of his endeavours (in
the competition, not OU) , he reports the
existence of the prime 199931 , which is not
only prime in both directions, but also if you
chop successive digits off from either end.
He ends his letter with the note that he
intends to try to find some higher-scoring
grids. If Mark , or any other readers find any
such grids I will announce the results on a
future page. In the meantime, here is my own
best score - a grid with 170 primes:
313991 983929 164312 517471 715971
937339
Once the grid has been filled with the 36
dig its, it is necessary to split it up into all of the
componenl numbers and to test each for
primaJity. This was an area which tripped up
a number of entrants. In fact , quite a number
of scores were reported as being higher than
those in table 1, but unfortunately they all
contained many values which were not

prime, so if you are surprised not to find your
scores on the list, please re-check your
primes. Other competi'tors included the
same prime more than once, and some even
cheated themselves by failing to spot primes
lhat were present in their grids. This was
clearly the result of lailing to 'dissect' their
grid complelely into its component values.
For readers who wish to continue lheir in
vestigations. in a 6x6 grid there 14 six-Oigit
numbers, 32 five-digit numbers, bringing the
grand total up to 6Hi Of course, ii is impossi
ble for all of these numbers to be prime. For
example, there are only 21 two-digit primes.
and 220 posit1ions to fit them in. A table listing
the number of primes of varying digit size is
given. As an aid to readers who are inter
ested in pursuing the problem further.
This month it has been difficult to be
specific about particular points from the pro
grams submitted due to the wide diversion of
methods used, but hopefully the general
points which were outlined may be of use for
future reference.

Table 2

Digits

Primes

Lowest

Highest

1

5

1

7

2

21

11

97

3

143

101

997

4

1061

1009

9973

5

8363

10007

99991

6

68906

100003

999983

Table 1

Competitor
Alan Thomas
R.H. Wilson
Mark Towlson
Phil Sapiro

A. Siddiqui
G . R. Barber
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Score

Grid:

158
156
151
139
123
122

379349
973917
971171
373311
317233
129719

311933
112757
311279
953995
199733
313739

769193
199713
798392
146173
179837
117431

137577
964879
346735
170937
346731
736793

982743
337185
313727
397181
334799
911969

991391
313373
991931
991523
311931
773n9

Write: ADVENTURE
Peter Gerrard links verb and noun with some action

LAST MONTH we took a b rief look at the
creation of a simple parser for a Dragon
adventu re, with the promise that this time
around we'd be looking at someth ing a
tinge more sophisticated. However, as
several people have mentioned to me,
wouldn't it make mo re sense to concen
trate lirst of all on the vocabu lary of !he
game, rather than the programming
around that vocabu lary. Which came first ,
the chicken o r the egg, the vocab ulary or
the parser? Since we seem to be alter
nating from programming to th eory each
month , we will revert to theory fo r th is
article and take a look at how one might go
about building up a large vocabulary for an
adventure game. Next month , back to p ro
gramming again!

Descriptions and
problems
In the parser mentioned last month we con
centrated on a simple VERB .. . NOU N style
of command entry, bu t it's well worth
bearing in mind that the fin ished product
will be rather more soph isticated . Sen
tences like;
Turn the Key In the Door
Put the Book on the Table
and so on , will al l be understood by the new
parser. The verb and noun a1-3 fairly ob·
vious (Turn and Door in the first example,
Put and Table in the second) , but where do
the other words come in and how are they
understood? A brief diversion .
When the parser accepts a command .
from the player, it w ill first of all remove all
occurrences of the words 'the' and 'a', so
that (for example) ' turn the key in the door'
becomes 'turn key in door'. It will then look
fo r the verb (obviously 'turn' in this case)
before selective ly go ing through the rest of
the sentence to see what it will look for, but
if the player only typed in a verb and a
noun. then it will cope with that quite happi
ly. It is the other two words ('key' and 'in')
that concern us here.
Asyoucanprobablyimagine, 'key ' could
equally well be used as a noun (as in 'find
ey' for example) , but here it obviously is
not meant to be a noun, at least not in the
old VERB ... NOU N scheme of things. It is
what I have termed , for want of anyth ing
better to call it, a 'linking' word . That is, it
helps to link the verb and the noun
together.
The word 'i n' on the other hand is cer
tainly never meant to be a noun ('open the
in'?) , and this falls into a catego ry that I
have called 'action' words . That is, a collec·
tion of words whose use implies perform 
ing an action of some kind. 'Shoot the alien
with the phaset' would give us 'shoot' and
'phaser' as the verb and the noun respec
tively, 'alien' woul d, in this instance,
become the linking word , while 'with' is
obviously the action word .

Dealing with the latter first of all , action
words then can be thoug ht of as wo rds like
'in', 'on', 'under', 'beneath', 'with', and so on .
No adventure wou ld probab ly have more
than twenty or twenty five of them , and they
could be read into a simple array by doing
something like:
10 FOR I "' 1 TO 12: READ AC$(1):NEXT I
1000 DATA in,on ,under,over,into.onto,next .
beside,with,at,beneath
Or something like that . They are, in short ,
all the words that you can possibly think of
that would imp ly an action of some sort.
The parser works by first of all looking for
a verb, then (if one exists) a linking word ,
followed by (again if one exists) an action
word , and finally a noun . If only three words
are used (as in 'climb under table') then the
word ' under' is taken to be a linking word .
Thus we look for verb .. . link ... acti on .. .
nou n in that order. So, as you can probably
guess by now, for every action word there
must be a corres ponding linking word . Like
this, for example:
20 FOR I .. 1 TO 12:Ll$(1)=ACS(l) :NEXT I
But conside r the problem further. We've
already seen that link words can also be
used as nouns. or vice versa . So, if we have
(say) 120 nouns, we would also need a line
like:
25 FOR I .. 1TO120:Ll$(1= 20)+NOS(I):
N EXT I
assum ing that all the nouns were stored in
an ar ray NOS. This then gives us a simple
equation . The number of link words will be
equal to the number of action words plus
the number ol nouns.
Having now decided how the action
words and the link words are to be made up
(the former by choosing the words
you rself. the latter by combining all the ac
tion words together with the nouns) how
thendowesettleon the verbs and nouns in
the first place?

Verbs and nouns
Every adventure should have a common
subset of verbs that are used in virtually
every game that you might write. Some
common verbs would be the direction
ones, such as north. south, east . west (and
you maycaretouseupanddownaswell , or
northeast and all other compass points if
you feel that way inclined), p lus abbrevia
tions like n, s, etc. for lazy players like
myself. You can readily appreciate that by
having the first dozen verbs made up of :
2000 DATA north,south ,east .west .up.
down,n,s,e,w,u,d
we would also have to have the same
dozen first nouns, in case someone typed
in 'go nort h', or whatever.

Having got the directions sorted out ,
there are a number of other verbs that
should be used in all your games. Not only
does th is make it a lot easier for you to write.
but it also gives the player a sense of
familiarity and a little bit of confidence in
the knowledge that he can use words that
he's encountered before. Here I'm thinking
of words like 'help' (which I usually only use
if there's enough memory left at the end of
the game. a rare occurence!) , 'inventory ',
'save', restore' (never use 'load ' to recall
one's saved progress, as a number of
adventures might requ ire you to load a
gun. for examp le) , 'get ' and 'take' (not to be
confused with each other, they are not
mutually exclusive and nor are they totally
compatible : to use an old example. you
'take medicine' or you 'get medicine'. In the
fo rmer you might swallow something and
end up as a hideous demon, in the latter
you might simply be carrying a bottle
around with you) , 'drop' and 'discard',
'we<ir' and ' remove'. 'open' and 'close', and
so on . I'm sure you can think of many other
words that should be used in all adven
tures, but that is enough to be going on
with. By including our direction verbs as
well , we already now have 24 different
verbs! And all this before we have even
really begun to get started .
The rest of your verbs will obv,iously va ry
from adventure to adventure, although you
may well want to have 'examine' and
'search' in all of your games. The re
mainder will come from two sources , the
room descriptions and the problems that
you have set the player. As a general ru le
you 'll find that most of your verbs come
from the problems, while most of the nouns
will come from the descriptions. This is
obviously not a hard and fast rule. but if you
are in the fort unate (and rare) position of
having some spare memory left at the end
of the game and you want to use that to
flesh out the vocabulary a little bit , then
those are the places to look.
So where might you begin? The easiest
thing to do is to print out (or type, if you
haven 't got a printer) all the room des
criptions that you 'regoing to use, in al l the ir
glory. No abbreviations either, print out the
entire description . You migh1 have a
sentence like " You are wa~king along a
cobbled street ". What would you do if you
were the player, and saw a sentence like
that? I tor one would want to ·examine cob
bles', but if your abbreviated room descrip
tion said simply 'walking along street ' you
wouldn't, as the writer. think of it.
Secondly, print or type out all of the
problems and the solution . The very least
you can do for the poor souls who are going
to be playing your games is to ensure that
they can solve them ! Taking a 64 location
adventure as an examp le, you might have
set the player some 16 problems to solve: a
1 to 4 ratio is always reasonable. Thus the
first thing the player might have to do is to
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get out of a locked room . Verbs and nouns
immediately start to fo rm , and if the solu 
tion to the problem requires the player to
type in:
LOOK UNDER BUNK
TAKE GOLDEN KEY
INSERT KEY IN DOOR
Then you can see straight away where
three verbs are coming from ('look '. 'take',
'insert'), three nouns ('bunk', 'key ', 'door'),
an action word ('in') and three link words
('under', 'golden ', 'key') You 'll notice that of
the three link words, one ('under') is really
an action word , while the other two ('gold
en' and 'key') w ill also be nouns. All this ,
and we've only had one problem so far!
Go through all your problems in this
manner, and if you find yourself with a
totally unwieldy number of verbs and
nouns (anything more than about a hun
dred of each is getting a little bit too much
for our humble Dragon), then out with the
Thesaurus and hunt through for a few
synonyms. In other words, try not to use dif
ferent words at different times. so that a
player specifically has to type in 'gather',
collect', 'take ' or whatever. Use different
words by all means, but do not have a vast
amount of separate code for each one. Let
the code do the work of sorting out specific
instances.
Having gone through all you room
descriptions (which you have got more or
less prepared , haven 't you?) and all your
problems (same question) you shou ld be in
a very good position for coming up with

what will be almost your final vocabulary
list. It wouldn't be, of course, adventures
are just like any other program and tend to
grow in the writing , so that what started off
as a 300 word paragraph becomes the
open ing chapters of War and Peace, but at
least ii will be a start.

Conclusion
Having done all that , we are now in a very

continued from page 20
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~ Wt> = AE$+" F: "+ C HF: !t C5)

' S ~"'~?di ~;;h

:"' 2 0 ZI'!·=,AE$+ "R "+CHR$ (6 ) 'Italian
T::r) ZF'!f•:=AE$+" F;: " ·t·CHF'. !li ( 7) ' Sp a n ish
34 0 Z ~ J$=AE$+"R"+CH , $ H:i> ' ~Jap a ne ~H:
109(' ''TEST F·F: :r NT i'lDD IT I !:IN TD PF: I Nl

ONE LINE I N EACH TYPE ST YLE
10 1C " B.YEOMAN WALKER 1987
10 2 0 T P ~li <1 ) =NN$
1030 TF'$( 2 )==LN$

10'1·0 Tf'•t< ~:. l=CN$
1050 TF'S<4l =EN$
1060 Tf'!ll <5 >=DI$
1070 TPS<6>=NNS+NE$
1080 TP$ ( 7 J= NN$+00$

1090 TP$18>=NN$+NE$+00$
1100 TP$(9) =LN$+NE$
111 0 TP$(10l=LNS+ODS
1120 TPS<11):LN$+NE$+0D$
1130 TPS <1 2)=LNS+ODS
1140 TP$C1~>=CNS+NE $
1150 TPs<14l=CNS+ODS
1160 TP$( 15>=CN$+NE$+0D$
117 0 TPS(16>=CNS+OIS
1180 TP$Cl7)=ENS+NE$
1190 TPS<18>=EN$+0D$
1200 TPS<19>=EN$+NES+00$
1 ~10 TP$C20>=EN$+01$
12~0 TPS<21>=LN$+EN$
1230 TP$C22>=LN$+ENS+NES
12 4 0

TP$(2~)=LNS+EN$+00$
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good position , and can start mak ing con
certedefforton producing some code. First
of all. we're going to have to get that parser
working properly, having done all the work
to produce the vocabulary for it, so try and
get everyth ing sorted out for next time, and
try also to have a goat producing the parser
for yourself. You never know what you
might come up with. but don't worry if you
give up in disgust. Rescue is al hand next
month .

1250
1260
1270
1280
1"9 )
1300
131(
1320
1330

TPSC24>= LN$+ENS+NE'l+OD$
TP$C26>=CN$+EN$
TPS<27 l=CN$+ENS+NE$
TP'lC2B>=CN$+EN$+0DS
TP$C29>=CN$+EN$+NES+dD $
TP$<30>=CNS+EN$+0IS
TPSC31>=0IS+NES
TP$<32>=0I$+00$

1340

TP1<3 3 >~0IS+NEm+ODS

TP$(25> ~ LNS+EN$+0]$

13 5 0 TP$(34>=LN$+0IS+NE$
1 ~ 60 TP$C35>=LNS+Ol$+00S
1370 TP$(36>=LN$+0I$+NES+OD$
1 3 80 TP$C 3 7)=CN$+0I$+NE$
139 0 TP$C 3 8l = CNS+OIS+OD$
1400 TPS(39 >=CNS+NE$+0DS
141 0 TP$<4 0> =ENS+OI$+NES
1420 TPS<4ll=ENS+Ol$+0DS
1430 TPt<42>=ENS+OIS+NES+OD$
1440 TPS<43>=LNS+EN$+0IS+NE$
1450 TP$C44>=LNS+EN$+0I$+00$
1460 TPSC45l=LNS+ENS+OIS+NE$+0D$
1470 TPS(46) =CN'l+EN S+OI$+NE$
1480 TPS<47>~CN$+ENS+OIS+OD$
1490 TP$< 4 8 ) =CN S+EN$+0l$+NES+ODS
1500 TF'$ ( 4'?) :o;o(JY$
1510 TP$<50>=0Z$
1600 FOR N= 1 T0~50

161 0

PRINT£ - 2 ~N·T PS<N > ;"

YOUR f'r- i.nt i ng TEST"; IP$;
16:20 f\IEXT N

A STRANGE parchment . concerning Col
ossal Cave adventure (published for the
Dragon by Cowen Software, 23 Bristol
Avenue, Manchester M19 3NU, for £6.00),
has fallen into my grasp recently. It occured
to me that it might be of interest to anyone
attempting to wade through this larger
than usual Dragon adventure...
J ULY 1st
Some holiday this has turned out to be.
That I, Professor Deadrock , should be
sluck on an 18-60 holiday with a bunch of
neanderlhal juveniles, the very hissing of
their Walk men setting my t,eeth on edge, is
intolerab le. Fortunately, accommodation
at the well house is better than expected ,
and having equipped myse lf with food and
water (and picked up some keys and a
lamp which had been carelessly discard
ed) will set off tomorrow and hope to leave
my younger acquaintances behind .
JULY 2nd
lost in forest , but soon found myself follow
ing an old stream down a valley. All water
eventually disappeared through hole in
ground , and stared at enormous steer
grate for some time before obvious solu
lion sprang to mind. Tried key and it work
ed! Hung on to key, though , have strange
feel ing that it might yet come in useful
again. Walked underground some way,
turned light on , and spent inauspicious
night in small chamber. Strange footsteps
constantly invaded my dreams.
JU LY 3rd
Walkman now just a nightmare, although
am haunted by fear or bumping into An
neka Rice. Thought my fears had turned to
reality, but it was just a beastly dwarr who
scu"ied away into the gloom as I scowled
at him. Cad threw an axe at me, which mer
cifu lly missed , otherwise he would have
felt the rough edge of my tongue and no
mistake. Unusual objects to be found
hereabouts, and have added a gilded cage
and a black rod to my list of possessions.
JULY 4t h
Spent several hours puzzling over bird
found in splendid chamber. Threw rod at
the thing in disgust, which missed of
course and sailed merrily on into another
room . Bird now more than content 10 be
caught and placed in gilded cage. What
would David Attenborough have to say
about thal , I wonder? Retrieved rod
somewhat shamefacedly.

J ULY 5t h
Found myse lf in a vast hall. Tb one side, in
a low room . was a gold nugget! Dec ided to
leave it where I found it, country code and
all that. Whistling Hall of Mountain King to
myself, as am wonl to do in moments of
crisis, when heard answering wh istle !
Large snake in path , tricky cove, refused to
move. Bird 's twittering now getting on
nerves as well. so thought ' kill one bird with
one snake' and fed it to the reptile in th e
hope that having eaten , ii would go away.
Imagine my suprisewhen wretched bird at
tacked and killed snake! Suppose b lessed
thing wants feeding now, bul we
Deadrocks can be hard hearted at times.
Threw cage at it instead , andam firmly con
vinced that that 's the last I'll see of those
two items.
JULY 6t h
Unusual happenings. Was strolling back
towards well house (weekend coming up)
when saw unusual graffiti in debris room
where I'd first found the black rod . 'XYZZY '
it read , in a flowery script. " XYZZY ' I
repeated (ii sounded like zizzy to me) and
was immed iately overcome by strange,
giddy sensation , and found myself in lhe
well house! There's one for Paul Dan iels to
puzz le over. Muttered " XYZZY " again. lest
anyone listening , and back in debris room
again! Hurried round , collected gold nug
get and raced back lo well house to store it
safely. assuming any of my fellow holiday
makers can be trusted. Said "XYZZY '
once more, and spent a peaceful night in
debris room . Much to ponder.
JULY 7th
All sorts of rooms leading from this hall of
misls. Had found some coins (placed in
back pocket lor safe keeping) and some
jewellery in a south side chamber (musl
take it back to base sometime) when
stumbled across and almost into the east
bank of a wide fiss ure. Nearly overbalanc
ed in attempt to avoid falling in the blessed
thing , and waved rod to steady myself.
Could hardly believe my eyes when a
crystal bridge appeared from nowhere 10
span the chasm . One of Brunel 's finer, if
unsung , achievements .
J ULY 8t h
Crossed suspiciously over bridge. and car
ried on west. Found some diamonds (rum
bit of luck, thal) and placed rod carefully on
ground next to lhem . Am highly uncertain
about that rod. A rod well-burned ii you ask

me. Returned in some haste to east , back
to the vanquished snake, and went north to
the hall of the mounlain king . Carried on to
north, and soon in north-south passage.
Si Iver bars on floor, my Iucky day obviously.
Carried on to north, and saw a la rge Y2
carved on a rock . Why Me? I quipped. and
no sooner had I spoken than a hollow voice
said 'plugh'. " Say Plugh to you too" I was
aboul to riposte, but barely had I spoken
th e first two word s when was overcome by
strange giddy sensation once more. I was
back in the well house, and fearful of the
startled gaze of my fellow holiday makers
(gold nugget still there I noticed)
whispered "p lugh" quietly. Was back in Y2
room . Curled up next to rock and fell in
stantly into trnubled sleep.
J ULY 9th
Decided to leave belongings here fo r tim e
being . Reflected on bird , now no doubt
wandering aimlessly about the caves.
Tried to identify species, couldn't quite
place it, and in momentary pang of cons
cience must have spoken loud. Perhaps it
was a plover. and no sooner had I said the
words "say, plover is a possibility " when
room went giddy and found myself in
something called the plover room . A la rge
emerald met my surprised gaze. Tried to
carry it out of room but couldn't fit th rough
small crack to west. Dropped everything
save emerald . breathed in, and managed
to squeeze out. Darkness! Dropped
emerald in my horror and raced back into
plover room and my belongings . Picked up
lamp again and loo ked around . A large
platinum pyramid . I can sense Auntie
casting a proprietary eye over th at one, and
with a final " say plover" I was bac k at my Y2
roc k again. Phewt One is ra pidly becoming
accustomed to strange magical events on
this holiday.
J ULY 10th
For want of anything better to do. was going
on long stroll home with treasures when ,
scarcely two moves from my Y2 home, a
bearded pirate pounced on me and sto le
my treasures! Tricky johnn ies pirates, gave
chase naturally, and found myself in the
west end of he ha ll of mists . Went sou th ,
and disaster! In a maze of twisty passages.
all the same. Stumbled about in my terror.
head ing first east. then south . south and
south again , north . off to th e east, north .
east , then finally in my desparation north
west. Lo and behold , a pirate's treasure
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chest, plus all my original treasures.
Bundled them all together, staggered
under the weight and headed southeast.
north and nor1h again I was back at Y2 .
Mu ttered "than k plugh for that " and: of
course was once more whisked to, the well
house. Dropped al l treasures. Back to Y2
once again , and discove red had left coins
in back pocket after all . Co uldn't be
bothered with them , and fell soundly
asleep.
JULY 11th
Holiday nearly over. and batteries of lamp
start ing to run out already. Went to hal l of
mists agan , stumb led west and west once
more into a long. featu •reless hall, then
finaly fell south into a maze of twisting
passages . Alas these are al l different, and
hurried in my desperation, turning west .
north , east , east, east and east a fourth
time. In front of my tired eyes I saw a large
vending machine! lnstmct took over from
thou gh t and I deposited my coins into the
machine. Instantly some fresh batteries
fe ll out. and more by luck than judgement
managed to turn west and then east in my
conusion . Bac k in th e feature less hall
again , where I soon hurl'ied home to Y2 .
Strange how one comes to regard these
places as 'home' afler a whi le.
JULY 12th
A determined effort to see this thing
through, now. From Y2 I wen t down and
west , down and west , until I stumbled
across bedquilt. Fo r no other reason than it
was there. went west into a room whose
walls resembled swiss cheese, but being
unable to stomach cheese under any ci r
cumstances I hurried east aga in ... into a
different room! A soft pillow for my bed was
before me. so I picked ii up and hurried out .
If going east wouldn 't work. I attempted to
go west bul stubbed my toe and went north
west instead. An orie ntal room , with a ming
vase! Raced back.to Y2 , 'plugh'ed " my way
home and was about to drop the ming vase
to the floor when the pillow tell from under
my arm and landed first. Fortuitously, it
broke the fall of th e vase. Raced back to Y2 ,
could sense time runn ing out , and once
mo re to the oriental room . Headed norlh
and then west into a small alcove where,
much to my amazement . the emerald was
still waiting fo r me. Picked it up. scurried
away and as luck would have it was back in
th e swiss cheese room again . Headed
rough ly west and up into a secret north
south canyon, then going south to try and
escape I found myself nose to scale with a
fire-breathing dragon' ·Pon my soul I had
no time to spare. and in horror al this cruel'
blow that fate had dealt I attacked the beast
myself! I should have known , with the
coward ice of years b red into th e anima l
fled before the ire of an Engl ishman , leav
ing behind a rather nice rug , further
decoration for the well house. Scuttled
back to Y2 and th en the wel l house once
more, depositi ng emerald and rug next to
my rapid ly growing nile of treasures. Time
wi ll not defeat me now. I am confident.
JULY 13th
An inauspicious date on which to explore
pastures new, but find myse lf driven by
powers beyond my comprehension . Forc 
ed into swiss cheese room , then east into
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twopil (or is that two pit) room . Tripped over
slab of rock and fel l into westernmost pit ,
almost smothering a small plant. which
muttered 'water. water ' at me. Took pity on
it and watered it copious ly. Percy Thrower
sackc loth and ashes, the th ing grew at a
staggering rate, and had the nerve to
bellow 'water, water r!' at me. Raced around
for some water, and once more tried to
drown lhe thing . II grew exp losively, but I
didn't get where I am today by c limbing
these th ings unprepared . Out of pit. east ,
th en as chance would have it I tripped over
a stone and fe ll down into the eastern pit
th is tim e, into a small pool of oil. Filled bot
tl e, back to plant , climbed it , and in enor
mous set of caves unt il progress halted by
rusty door. Oiled it , went on and found a tri
dent and a nest of golden eggs! Some id iot
had scrawled 'fee lie foe foo' on the wall , an
illiterate obviously.
JULY 14th
Last day of holidays. Exp lored anew. and
found myself in a large room near bedqu ill ,
with a clam in it. Foolish thin g wouldn 't
open , so retreated for jewe lled trident and
tried again. Snapped open , pearl fell out ,
and caught up wilh it two rooms away. Rac
ed treasu res back to wellhouse , but kept
eggs, food key and lamp with me just in
case. Explored near bedquilt. and orienta l
room , and found myse lf on a ricke ty bridge
just in front of a deep chasm . One step, troll
appeared to block my path . Cou ld spare
him no time and threw the eggs at him . He
vanished and I fairly sped across , unti l I
was in a room with a la rge bear. Not thi nk
ing , I th rew my food at it. and it calmed
down. Once I had undone the golden chain

that tethere d it to the wall it followed me like
a limpet , evincing great interest in some
rare spices tha I had found . Back to the
bridge, and dropped the bear in fright at
seeing the troll again . The bear scu rried
after the troll , which was wearing a stony
expression , and 1consoled myself with the
thought that the two wou ld , given time.
manage to cross the great social gull th at
divided them . Went back to read st ra nge
writing on wall where I'd fi rst found lhe
eggs, and sai d 'fee fie foe too' to myself.
The eggs rea ppeared ! Was about to race
home when voice told me th at caves were
closing . Cou ldn 't get out! Wandered
around . found myself transported 1into
st range room with lots of rods, birds in
cages, snakes , and all manner of th ings at
once fam iliar and frightening. Picked up a
rod , threw it away. went into another room
and said 'b last ' whe n I couldn' t find th e rod .
Some hidden mechanism went off , a vast
explosion carried me with it , and from
nowhere hordes of cheering e lves ap
peared and carted me off in pra ise and
glory. What wou ld Anneka Rice make of
this. I couldn' t help thinking?
JULY 15th
Am on my way home. laden down with
treasure wh ich I shall probably auction . I
see the 18·60 club i s organising yet more
holidays. Perhaps I shall go on one when
they do.
ME AGAIN
How could a chap like Professor Deadrock
solve a comp lete adventure game, just like
th at , when the rest of us stru ggle for
months and months? Perhaps we shall
never know .. bye lo r nowt
1

Adventure Contact
To help puzzled adventurers further, we
are instituting an Adventure Helpline simply fill in the coupon below, stating
the name of the adventure, your problem
and your name and address, and send it
to Dragon User Adventure Helpine,

12/13 Little Newport Street. London
WC2H 7PP As soon as enough entries
have arrived, we will start printing them
in the magazine.
Don't worry - you 'II still have Adven·
tu re Trial to write to as well!

Adve11t•re .••••••••••••.••••..••. · . · • • · · • · • • • • • • • • · • • • • • •
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Communication
Problem : Does anyone have a DOS version
ol £/irecalc or can write it? For the Dragon
or Tandy. I have got l he source of the Dragon
cassette version .
Name: Maarten "AMJ" Van Wamelen
Address : 3 Lynmetestraat , Oede lem 8330,
Belgium .

Problem : Has anybody got a copy of Mirror
rile? I have managed to delete line no. 1340,
have no hard copy and cannot remember
where the program came from . Line 1330
reads PRINT @J•4+1 · 64 +8, 8$(8('1.J)) ; 

I need the next line.
Name: P. Neech
Address : 58 Cathwaite, Pasi on , Peter
borough , Cambs PE4 6BE .
Problem : ll'laveacopyof Trivia/Crosswords
and would like to copy the crossword gri ds
without words onto a hard copy. Does
anybody know ol a way of doing this? Any
help would be most appreciated .
Name: Geoff Roberts
Address: 76, Appleyards Lane, H andbridge,
Chester. Cheshire CU4 ?OT.

..::::::: .... ... .. .... . ::::::::
.. ............

CLASSIFIED ADS
SPECTRUM+ 48K , Joystick,
interface and lots of games: £60
o.n.o. Darren Phillips , 10A Twyn
Yr Efail , Gwaun Cae Gurwen,
Ammanford, Dyfed SA18 1HY.
Tel : Amman Valley (0269)
82370.

DRAGON 64 with Twin Dragon
Drives - OS9 business soft
ware plus general software,
books, hghtpen: £200. Epson
RXSOF/T: £150. NLQ board and
64Kprinl buffer for printe r: £30.
Phone West Malting 840103.

SUPERDOS disk drive con
troller kit (excluding case) : £55 ;
Tested working Dragon 32 (no
lid): £38 ; Untested complete
could be working! : £35 ; M~st
Dragon spares inc 74LS783 
£10.25. 6809E , 4164 , trans
formers , CPU 's, PSU ' PCB.
Phone for details - Nick Spiers
0892-44070 eve's.

DRAGON 64 SuperDos, Flex ,
Cumana Drive and Software
£225, also Toshiba HX-P550
Printer £180. Contact Ian on
Brixham (08045) 59224.

1

DRAGON 32 with cassette and
printer leads, joystick , books,
word processor, file master and
games £50. Te l (0772) 36737
after6pm .

DRAGON ' S CLAW, unused
complete with full documention
£10.00 ; and printer control by
WE MacGowan for HRS
printer complete with documen
tion, cable and dumper cassette
£7.00. Tel (G lam) 743256.

ORIGINAL DRAGON com
puter games for sale. Tel: (021)
525 6018.

'DRAGON NEWS' Magazine
now available includes reader
offers, penpals corner, free ads.
news . software exchange,
reviews , cheats and much
more. Trial issue just 50p &
stamp. Send to 'Dragon News',
C. Vollbracht , 110 Alpine Rise,
Coventry, W. Mids. CV3 6NR

WANTED: Stylograph . Tel :
061-747 0843.

DRAGON 32:
joysticks ,
lightpen , Dragon drive, Super
Dos, books, games and utilities
on tape, disc, cartridge (app rox.
100) . spare keyboard : £150. Tel:
Maldon (0621) 740580.

DRAGON DOS+ Dragon data
disk-drive and original flex O/S
with all man uals and loads of
utilities , program disks and
blank disks included .Dos fitted
with SuperDos £150 o.n .o.
(0532) 551631 - Wayne.

Ti!.r
-

=-···· : :: :::..~ : :: :..::..::.•.

27 ~·~;;~·B~·~~~~. ;~UTH~~~ST~~. E;S~x'. CM;;~·H . .
T.EL : 0621 7n589 for 24•HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES ~

Adven1urefT1me Mach1oe - Secrol
Mis51or.'Gt>osl Tow n - Voodoo
Ca•lle/Golden Voyage - W•zard 01
A.<yrz/Hul• - Ton l1Ule nd1ans.'C<rcus 
Pirate Adventur - Pyr amuj Of Doom. 
Sava99 Island Part 1 .!I 2 - Sotc
or
Clay Castle - Escape trom Pu l
7

COMPUTAPE
~adness

BLABY
Boulder Crash £5 00
CJwem!j of Chaos 1:3.99
Sev.

Rat· Ralders £2 99

Cop1 Sn

£199
Bombs Away BasH 99
PerilOus P1 £1 99
Brocks 1ngdom tl.99
Star Dtlrence £1 99

MICROVISIO N

Bo n Stal r 1:7~0 T~ al1sman t7.50
INCENTIVE

IMPSOFT
Chicken Run/Fruity
£3.50 PAIR 

CRAZY
FOOTER
trom CorT\l'UIBpe

A

£3..99
Pub Criiwl £.J.99

BLABY GAMES

£3..99
Banny Burgers
£1 .99
Darts - £1 .99

- ONLYt7.95

8&H
SOFTWARE
AndAll~"se

Kung Fu £5.00
Ka/ma Crazy 1:2.99
Olymc>1a - £3.99
Cosmic Crusader

SOFTWARE PROJECTS
Se! W11iy/Milfl!C "41ner - TWIN PACK
DESIGN DESIGN
Dark Star/Rommels RE1'1"enge 
TWIN PACK - ONLY t7.95
Tubeway Army - £2.99

and Minot· ur

ONLY £2 .99
Whirlyb"d Run £2 .99

CHOOSE YOUR TWIN PACK FROM THE
l\SOVE TIT~!;:$ FOR O NLY
£5.50 per Twin P•ck

J

OCEAN
Huncnback £ 1.99

N 1n1a War~or - 1:2 .99

Arrow o1 Dea h Part 1 & 2 - 1'9.-seus and
Andromeda - Sir.1nge Odd sey

DRAGON 32 excellent con
d ition , joyst icks , software .
manua l s: £75 o. n .o. Tel :
091-2370330.

OS9 SOFTWARE , RMS
Stylograph , Dynacalc RMS ,
Basic09 and manuals for 80
track drive : £85. Tel: (0695)
624402.

PROGRAM
FACTORY

A/IN TERNATIONAL TWIN PACKS

GAMi"~N£w..LL

£1 .99 HCh

MASTERTRONIC
\lagas J Ckj>OI
Big l>nver £1.99

SMITHSON
COMPUTING
Word ProoeS-sor

tl4.9S

CABLES/WARE

W!

Superbowl £2.99

A &F
SOFTWARE

Ouanmodo £:2.99

ANO IT'S

C uckie E119 C2.99

Ser ~'~~ab$

HEWSON
CONSULTANTS
30 LUnallllC 1:2.99
30 Selddad l\Mack
£2 .99

JD Space Wa<s £2.99

•· Moon Cres1a· • £7.50
Edcty Sleady Go £6.95
The Ket Trofogy r7.95

Zan.. Son £2.99
•n l ~y F'oghl £2.99

PERIPHIALS
Peeklloh JO'f'Sl:Jci<
1:9.95 PAIR - £5.50
EACH

CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
S1

Control
Joyslld<s

£17.95 Pair

Cas5E'11e Lead £3.95
Aflel Lead £2 .s o
Centron1cs Pr inter
Cabl!t '[ 11 .95

Tc order Ille above please send Cheque/Postal Order made pll'flble to
COM PUTAPE, to lhe abcwe address.. For Catalogue onI¥. plea~ send SAE .
PRICES INCWDE FIRST-CLASS POSTAGE •lld PllCking . Overseas Orders
Welcomed . COMPUTAPE : THE ONLY SOFTWARE COMPANY TO MAKE
YOUR DRAGON CHIPS FRY NOT CRY!
DA1~

UPGRADED DRAGON 32
{64K)over100games, joysticks
etc: £75. Deltadiskcontrol ler +
disks : £45. DragonDos con
1roller + SuperDos + Alld ream
(in ROM ) + games: £79. Trojan
lightpen : £7. Cumana DDDs
80140 + disk drive, cased , psn
£110 o.n.o. Te l: 0695 624402 .

DISC DRIVE CONTROLLER
FOR DRAGONS
fully compatable with DragonDos
only £79:95 inc. of VAT & post
Disk drives also available

Complete Systems from £189.95
Please enclose S.A. E. with any enquiry.
DOSplus Eprom - DragonDos
compatible without the faults of
SuperOos. Extra fac ili t ies
include: keyboard repeat : DIR
slow scroll and paging ; INPUT,
OPEN , PRINT with disk files ;
improved error handling: repeat
KILL option ; RESTORE to line,
only £15.00 (send your Super
Dos Eprom for £5.00discount) .
PG Scott. 4 Badgerwood Drive,
Frimley. Camberley, Surrey
GU165UF.

Dragon 32 available £49.95 complete.

PNP Communications
Unit B, The Old Boat Yard , Robinson Road ,
Newhaven, E.ast Sussex BN9 9BL
Telephone (0273) 514761

HERE'S MY CLASSIFIED AD.

(Please write your copy in capitals on the lines below)

.
~

DRAGON 64 , DragonDos .
dragon twin disc-drive - all in
working order, may split . Tota l
£150.00. Tel: 061 665 1727.

0R1

_i

-

- -

,._

r
Name .. ... .. ..... ..... .. .............. ..... .. .. ..... .. ... ......... .. ....... ...... ..

Address .... ... .... .... .............. ......... .......................... ........ ..
.............. .. ... ........... ... .. .... Tele ... ... ... .................... ... ... .. ..
40 TRACK twin disc-drive +
DragondDos. Good condition
£125.00. Tel: 0706 849189.

Please cut out and send this form to: Classified Department,
Dragon User, 12  13 little Newport St , London WC2H 7PP.
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Make a note
Feeling crotchety? Sound out Gordon Lee's latest puzzle
lAST MONTH , whi le d iscussing some
oddities connected with the number 7, we
noted that . of an the digits, 7 was the only
one for wh ich there was no easy test for
divisibility. By 'easy test' we mean a qu ick
method by which we can determ ine if a
given numbe r is an exact multiple, w ithout
having to actually work it out. Before the
advent of compu ters (and pocket calcu 
lators) . th is was often an important con
side ration , and much lime and effort could
be spared by use of such tests . Even with
the use of computers, knowledge of these
tests can still have their applications. For
example, a simple lest may be quicker, and
so speed the execution of a program , or.
the mathematical accuracy of the com
puter may be pushed 10 its limit and
possibll y produce questiona ble results.
Again , the num ber under test may be
lon ger that the nine or so digits that an
eight-bit micro can hand le.
Outlined below are some simple tests for
divisibility by numbers from 2 to 12,
without , as has been mentioned , the
number 7. ' Divisibility' means exactly
divisible, withou t remainder;
2 : A number is divisible by two ii the last
dig it is even .
3: If the digital root of a number is divisible
by 3 then the number itself is also divisible
by3. Not quite so well known is the fact that
if this d igital root results in a remainder, this
is the same remainder that would occur if
the actual number were divided . For
1

Prize
Music Maker is a new package which will
play music you copy into it in four parts,
teach you to read music (if you like), and
, save your tunes as machine code
' routines. John Penn Software has con·
, tributed ten copies of this, one of the few
full price packages on their extensive list,
for the ten most inspired entries. The ten
nexties will get £3.00 discount vouchers
from the Penns.
1

Rules
Listen closely to the wise words of Gordon
Lee, compose your response, get your
Dragon to recite it onto a printout. and mail
your opus, with any notes you wish to add,
to Dragon User in an envelope marked
JULY COMPETITION. Don't forget to in·
elude your name and address. Don't forget
to include our name and address. either.
Now for this month's tiebreaker (go on,
ask 'em towriteatune ...) I want one or two
of those 'songs by singers' titles which
have been the mainstay of joke pages
since the days of Adam .
You know. 'How much is that doggie in
the window' by Bach . 'The song is over' by
Buster String. That sort of thing. As many
as you like, but one sharp one beats a
dozen flats. Extra points for Dragon
references.
30 Dragon User July 1987

example, the number 1234567654321 has
the dig ital root 4 . This leaves a remainder of
1 when divided by three, so the 13-digit
number itsel f would leave this remainder.
Readers who are not familiar with the term
'digital root' shou ld refer to this page of
February 's Dragon User
4 : If the last two digits of the number is
evenly divisi ble by 4 , then the complete
numberwill be. It doesn't matter how many
digits are in the actual number. So long as
we know the final two, we can establish the
test tor divisibility. Any remaiinder will! be
that resulting from division into the com·
plete number.
An everyday use of this test is in deter·
mining 'leap' years. If the last two dig its of
the year is exactly divisible by 4. then
(subject to certain other considerations)
the year is a leap year.
5: Only if the final digit of the number is a
zero or a five, is the number exactly divisi
b le by live. Any excess over zero or live, will
ind icate the remainder.
6: As six is the product of 2 and 3. every
multiple of six will pass the test for both 2
and 3. In other words, it must be an even
number with a digita l root divi1sible by 3.
8 : Take the last three digits of the number. If
this is divisible by eight . then the complete
number will be also. If there is any remain
der, then this represents the remainder
from the complete number. As a general
principle, this rule applies to all powers of 2.
Thus, to test for divisibility by 2n , it is only

Aprll Winners
3trewth! I thought. Not many entries ...
then I found an April on top of the May pile
and a May on top of the April pile. Panic
over.
Panic begins again. Really took a lot of
sifting, this IOI.
The prizes are 20copies of Tanglewood,
the ultra popular semi-adventure from
Microdeal. And they're sitting on my shelf
ready to go. The lucky recipients are:
M. Armitstead of Basingstoke. J. Hewitt
of Hixon, Fred Willers of Yarnfleld (best
poem, definitely, but too long to print
here!), Alan Thomas (second best poem),
Clive C. Scott of Ashstead. Terry Potter of
Chiseldon, DenlsO'MulloyofComberton,
Phil Sapiro of Liverpool, John S. Blatch of
Addlestone, P.O. Maddocks of Taplow, tan
Huggins of Caerphilly, Colin Miller of Con
onbridge (can you drop us a line please,
Colin, your address is indecipherable), R.
Christon of Thirsk, E.A. Newman of
Addlestone, RobinJ. Telkman of Sale, DBYe
Lardener, Richard Long of Camberley, F.J.
Taylor of Acklam, Keith David of Crawtey
and S.A. Siddiqui of Chiswick.
Just for the record, the most popular
rhyme for 'tangle' was 'wangle'.

Solution
The answer will appear in the next issue.

necessary to cons,ider the las1 n dig its of
the number. Therefore, to test for divisibility
by 16 take the last fou r digits, and so on .
9 : The lest for nine is similar to that for
three. If the digital root of the number is
nine then the number itself is a multip.le of
nine. Otherwise, any remainder will be that
found in the actual division . For an exam
ple of th is test see Problem 2 on the com·
petition page of last August's Dragon User,
and the solution given the following month .
10: This is really too obvious to need
slating , but a number d iv isible by 10 must
end in zero. rt it does not . the final digit will
equal the remainder.
11: To test for divisibility by 11 . start at the
un its digit and add this and every alternate
digit , proceeding to the left. CaU this total
'A'. Now, add together the other set of alter·
nate digits and call this total 'B '. Find the
result of A minus B. If th is result is zero or a
multiple of eleve n , then the number is
divisible by eleven . To find the remainde r if
the division is not exact . either: If the total is
positive, subtract the highest multiple of 11
which is lower than lhetotal. Th is will be the
remainder: If the total is negative, add a
multip le of eleven to bring the value to just
above zero. This will be the remainder
For example. the number 4270739181
should be tested as follows :
'A'=1 + 1+3 +0+2 =7
'B' = 8
9 + 7 + 7
4 "' 35
'A' - ' B' = -28
To minus 28 add the next highest multiple
of eleven (33) Iha will make the value
positive. The result, 5, indicates the
remainder.
In th is column in the past , it has been
remarked that al ! pal indromic numbers
with an even number of digits must be a
mullipl'e of eleven . With the above proof,
thisslatement is not difficult to understand!
And , finally, 12. As twelve is the product
of3times 4. tests for both of these numbers
should prove positive for all mu l iples of
twelve.
Th is concludes th is quick survey of
divisibility tests, which may prove useful to
number theorists and potential com 
petitors alike - and if mention of the com 
petition is music to you rears, this month we
have a musical competition in more ways
than one.
Prizewinn ers this month can win a copy
of the new Music Maker rout ine from John
Penn Software, and the competition is
based on the name of this program.
Usi ng the words MUSIC MAKER, take
the nine digits 1 to 9 (zero is not used), and
assign a different digit to each different
lelter in the above name. This must be
done in such a way that the five-digit values
represented by both MUSIC and MAKER
are both perfect squares.
In how many different ways can you
carryout this substitution , if we make a rule
that for each pair of values. MAKER is
higher than MUSIC?
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JUST IN!!

H.C. ANDERSEN COMPUTER. R ;'S

L1m1ted s1ocks of 1 e th ee t>est MACHINE COOE TUTORS ever produce<!
- Dragon Machine Code For The Absolute Beginner. Language Ot The
Dragon {includes an assembler llsong). and Dragon Machil\ll Code. t6.95
each. or £15 or the complete set

HIGHLY RELIABLE
SOFTWARE and HARDWARE
WE ARE THE ONLY ONES IN THE WORLD
LICENSEDTO DISTRIBUTE OS-9 OPERATING
SYSTEM LEVEL 1 FOR THEDRAGON COMPUTER
INCL. EDIT ASSEMBLER, DEBUGGER, AND THE
SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS MANUAL £174.00

Our 1ncred1bte 'plug-on-and·go· NEW ERA INTERFACE f0t the Dragon 32 &
64 should be ready when this d appears! Mull1·speed communo lions
cartndge w ith RS232 modem port PUJS conne<:t1on tor serial printers PWS
throug port for disc drives PWS spare socket for extra eprom software.
Please pnone!
NEED A NEW PRINTER? Discover why over 200 Dragon owners and 1wo
leading sof1Wa10 oouses have chosen Pea~oft 's 1emfic deal on the
Panasonic KX-P1081 dot matrix p 1n1er. Lener quality. PW S 120 le1te s-per
second draft, PWS Slanda d fr1C1JOn and tractor feed, PWS every printing
feature you could possibly want . PWS a £69 discoun1! t'.199.95.

SOFTWARE FOR THE OS-9 OPERATING
SYSTEM:
CAO OMOOEM COMMUNICATION PROG RAM FOR TRANSMITTING OR
RECEIV ING VIA MODEM (SEE DRAGON USER MARCH 1987)
£B9 .00
CAO PATCH80 MODIFIES YOUR ORIGINAL OS-9 STYLO. DYNACALC OR
AMS TO USE 80 CHARACTERS PR. LINE IF YOU HAVE PLUS EXPANSION
£54.90
CAO DtSKFIX DS80 (DOUBLE SIDED 80 TRACK DRIVER ANO BOOTER)
UPGRADES YOUR 40 TRACK OS-9 OPERATING SYSTEM rFLOPPY DISK
TO A BO TRACK DOUBLE SIDED OS-9 OPERATING SYSTEM FLOPPY
DISK
t 80.40
CAO TROUBAD-OUR REAL TIME OISSASEMBLER
£54.90

A1 SupaSmooth Dragon POWER SUPPLY: £18.95 complete 2-year
gJJarantee plus lrfe-l1me se ce warranty.
JOYSTICKS· General purpose. !l(ecisoon potent1omeler Pro-Stocks £9.95
pair. £550 each . Joyball Ouickhre a1caOO-type. with Dragoniser 1nler1ace
£19-95 each . Cheetah 125 Au1ofire arcade-1ype. with Dragon1ser £14.95 each
LE ADS - Aena11:2.50, cassette £395. printer 1:11 95

All puces 1ndude UK post and pacl<1ng
This is jus1 a small sample ot our stoc of over 150 Dragon lines We
probably have t e world's largest range of GENUINE Dragon accessor
dust covers, carrY'ng cases {last ew). T-shirts. sweat shirts.. I ght pens.
S11c rs printers. etc, e,c. etc. Whatever you need. please phone.

SOFTWARE FOR THE DRAGON:

s

CA.O SUPER-WRITER II TEXT PROCESSOR . UPGRADE TO OISK 1:33.30
DOL SUPER-WRITER II TEXT PROCESSOR ON CARTRIDGE
INCL. CAO SUPER WAITER OlSK UPGRADE.
i:n.65
WE STOCK SOFTWARE ANO HARDWARE FOR OS·9. FLEX ANO UNIFLEX .
PRICES ARE INCL. VAT. 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE ON SOFTWARE ANO
HARDWARE POSTAGE ANO PACKING ADD 10 FOR HARDWARE (MIN . £2
MAX . £20) AND 5% FOR SOFTWARE (MIN . !;2. MAX £5) SEND CHEQUE
MADE PAYABLE

PEAKSOFT DRAGON SUPPLY CENTRE,
48 QUEEN STREET, BALDERTON , NEWARK,
NOTIS, NG24 3ND.

ro-

H .C. ANDERSEN COMPUT ER INC.
ENGLANDSVEJ 380 DK-2nQ KASTRUP
TELEPHONE: 01·52 44 04 TELEX: 31116
DRAGON DISTRIBUTOR IN DENMARK_

Access/Visa orders or inquiries:
Tel 0636 705230/Prestel
MBX 219996240.
Credil avai lable on purchases aver £50. Flat rate 15%. Typical
APA 18.9%. Licensed by the Office of Fair Trading . Written details
on request .
oR>

DRAGONPLUS -

OS-9 IS REGISTERED TM OF MICROl..,ARE ANO MOTOROLA. USA FLEX UNIFLEX IS
REGISTERED TM 0
THE TECHNICAL SYSTEM CONSIJLD\NTS USA CAD IS
REGISTERED TM OF H C AN OERSE.N COM PUT EA. DENMARK

THE BEST UPGRADE FOR YOUR DRAGON

Fast 80 by 24 screen . extra 64K memory, fi ts inside your DRAGON . Hundreds or satisfie<J users. Install ation service available. Requires 64K
DRAGON (upgrade service for DRAGON 32K - CAL L US). Especially recommended for OS"9 users - get the 80 · 24 screen AND save the
6K overhead of the 51 column screen . Use Stylo and C w11hout having to reboot !
DRAGONPLUS
FLEX DR IVERS

•

EDIT for DRAGONPLUS(cart/disc)
OS-9 Drivers

£103.50
- £5-75

***

NEW

£14.95
£5.75

***

EXPRESS/OS.9

Make your OS-9 system really "zip-along " wilh this new package for DragonPlus
Load Stylo 1n 5 seconds
Reduce oompdations by minules
• Save wear and tear on your discs
Speeds up disc 1/0
Easy to use comprehensive manual
ONLY -

£16.95

FLEX SOFTWARE
Get the best ou t of your DRAGON with FLEX operating system . 51 by 24 screen a standard . 48K free memory for your programs. Includes the
best 5809 assembler available for the DRAGON . OBASIC lets you run DRAGON BASIC programs - includes cheque boo program . Requires
64K and disc dnve.
FLEX Editor/AssemblerfDBASIC
- £99.99
DYNACALC
- £49.50
SPE word processory spell check
- £65.00
AMS Database
£49.50

* * •

JULY OFFER ONLY - complete package

DRAGON HARDWARE -

-

£149.00

* * •

SPECIAL OFFERS

EPAOM PROGRAMMER Mark 1 (KIT) for DRAGON 32 reads/programs up to 2764
EPROM PROGRAMMER Mark 2 (Assembled)
PMP Disc controller with SuperDos and free copy of edi t plus Disc systems avai lable

DRAGON/PC CONVE RT
1

- £2500
- £55.00
- £79..95

£24.95

Now you can convert your Dragon BASIC p rog rams and data to run on the IBM or oompalable (eg Amstrad) Personal Computer PC, XT or Al
Dragon Basic is very similar to lhe standard BASICs used on PCs. The hard part is transfering your programs a nd data to the PC 's disk.
DRAGON/PC Convert isa program for PCs which read DRAGON DOS fDrmatd isks and copies data and programs to slandarcl MS.DOS format.

·v 1SA

FAST MAIL ORDER

COMPUSENSE
68A WILLOUGHBY LANE, LONDON Nl7 OSP
Telephone: 01·885 3300 (2 lines)

~

COMPUSENSE

DR31i
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TURBOCHARGE YOUR DRAGON:
With our great value hardware and software:

HARDWARE

BASIC42
Extended BASIC for the Dragon 64
For Dragondos (please state version)

£14.95

Run your Dragon in 64K mode, while retaining BASIC
and DOS. Print on hi-res screen, using standard
PRINT commands, and a screen layout of 24 rows of 42
columns. Other features include:
Alternative, redefinable character sets, control key for
special characters, repeati ng keys, and commands in
lower case, windows, CATCH command for automatic
return to window. inverted video (green on black/black on
green), true underl ining and extra PRINT commands and
functions.

Memory Upgrades
FROM
Superdos Cartridge
Cumana Disk drives
FROM
Superdos controller (chip only)
Peaksoft joystick (ideal " mouse" )
Trojan Lightpen
ONLY

£35.00
£75.00
£140.00
£10.00
£5.50
£8.00

DISK SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 321641128
WITH DRAGONDOS/CUMANA DOS 2.0
' • NEW • •
Pixie (Mindsoft)
Icon-driven drawing program . Requires joystick .

£14.95

0

LIBRARY lists commands and functions. Automatic
startup of BASIC program. TEXT command for software
compatibility. Still 23335 bytes free to BASIC. Patches for
Dragondos 1.0. Can load in extra UTILITIES from disk :

HELP UTILITY
£5.00
Extensions to BASIC 42 include change cursor character,
scroll disable, pause listi ng, BREAK disable, improved
TRON (allows single stepping), Detailed help and error
messages.
SPOOL UTILITY
£5.00
Use computer while printing. 3.5K print buffer TYPIST
program turns Dragon into typewriter.

NEW FOR '87:
ICONS UTILITY
£5.00
Put icons in your program! Control led by cursor or
" mouse". Commands to define, clear, load and save icon
positions and windows.
,

STRUCTUR UTILITY
£5.00
Another first! Structured BASIC on the Dragon! Allows
named procedures, improved loop controls by WHILE .. .
WEND, and REPEAT ... UNTIL etc.
DOS UTILITY
£5.00
Make friends with your DOS! Enter all the main DOS
commands, plus LIST, EDIT etc, and select files by cursor
or "mouse".

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT
BASIC42:
"probably the best step so far" ..... Dragon User
''an invaluable utility'' ..... Dragon Update

DSKDREAM (Grosvenor)
The standard Dragon Editor/Assem bler
D.R.S (Grosvenor)
Machine code database program
SOURCEMAKER (Pamcomms)
Disassembler for use with DSKDREAM
DISK-KIT (Pamcomms)
Sort out your disk problems

£19.95
£9.95
£8.50
£9.95

MACGOWAN SOFTWARE
PRINTER CONTROL'
FROM
A text AND graphics processor
DUMPER•
FROM
Relocatable screen dump program
COLOR PRINT'
FROM
PMode 3screen dump program
• Prices vary according to printer: please specify.
• ' NEW
TROJAN LIGHTPEN SfW
Upgrade includes screen dump
(Any printer)
Complete with lightpen
MONITOR/ASSEMBLER
Printer orientated

£19.95

£5.45
£6.50

CASS
DISK

£7.00
£8.00

CASS
CASS
DISK

£14.00
£12 .00
£15.00

MONEYBOX (Harris)
Home and small business accounts
MAILBOX (Harris)
Selective mailing list program
SHAREBOX (Harris)
Manage your stocks and shares

£14 .99

SALE.SBOX (Harris)
Balance B/F Sales Ledger
BILLSBOX (Harris)
Balance B/F Purchase Ledger
CASHBOX (Harris)
Double-entry Nominal Ledger
STOCKBOX (Harris)
Full-featured Stock Control
ORDERBOX (Harris)
Invoicing linked to Sales or Stock

£19.99

£16.99
£16.99

£19.99
£19.99

£19.99
£16.99

Cheques/P.O.'s/Further details/dealer enquiries to:

HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE
49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 4HP

Tel: (01) 570 8335

o :.r

